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MEMORANDUM 
 
To: Kurt Triplett, City Manager  
 
From: James Lopez, Assistant City Manager 
 David Wolbrecht, Neighborhood Services Outreach Coordinator 
  
Date: August 21, 2019 
 
Subject: COMMUNITY POLICING ENGAGEMENT FINDINGS 
 
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: 
 
This report on community policing engagement findings contains a 9-page memo and a 46-page 
appendix of public comments.  A summary of these findings will be presented to the Council at the 
regular meeting along with the update on the Pro-Act Unit.  The civic conversation on community policing 
consisted of 11 neighborhood association and three interest group meetings with a total attendance of 
223 people, the collection of 527 surveys administered both in-person and online, social media posts on 
three platforms, and three focus groups with a total attendance of 27 attendees. Overall, the sentiment 
of community members involved in this civic conversation was appreciation and support for the Kirkland 
Police Department. Through this public participation process, the overarching theme that staff identified 
was that community members wanted an increase in communication between the Police Department and 
the community, which was in line with the emphasis of community policing on building trusting 
relationships.  
 
Staff further identified five sub-themes that emerged from the survey and meeting feedback: 
  

1. Seek feedback from the community 
2. Getting to know our Police Department – in person and beyond 
3. Share data trends and stories of police activity 
4. Patrol Officer visibility and accessibility 
5. Empower the community to help prevent crime 

 
Police Strategic Plan 
It is important to note that elements of each of the above five themes are consistent with several of the 
recommendations identified in the 2016 Kirkland Police Strategic Plan.  An elaboration of the five themes, 
including possible strategies and performance measures for each, appear further in this report.   
 
Depending on the interest of the Council, implementing some or all of the possible strategies identified in 
this report may require either reprioritizing of current staff work plans or the allocation of supplemental 
funding.  With Council direction, staff could return to a future meeting with a draft work plan adjustment 
or an estimate for additional resources and associated fiscal note authorizing the expenditures.  
 
BACKGROUND: 
  
The Kirkland Police Department participated in the creation of a Strategic Plan in 2016. Since then, the 
Department has worked to implement certain recommendations contained in the Strategic Plan, including 
an increased focus on community policing. While the Department was implementing these 

Attachment B

https://www.kirklandwa.gov/depart/PD/About/Police_Strategic_Plan.htm
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recommendations, a school shooting in Parkland, Florida, happened in February of 2018. In response to 
this, members of the Kirkland community initiated a civic conversation on the topic of gun safety that 
continued for several months. That process of civic engagement, as well as unfunded police resource 
needs previously identified in the Strategic Plan, led to the creation of Proposition 1, an enhanced police 
services and community safety ballot measure, which was part of the November 2018 general election. 
Kirkland voters passed Proposition 1, and the Police Department began preparing for the increased staff 
that were committed in the ballot measure. 
 
With these new resources and priorities established in Proposition 1, City leadership decided this was an 
opportune time to engage the Kirkland community to better understand the community’s expectations on 
community policing. Although definitions vary, for the purposes of this civic conversation, staff defined 
community policing as “the law enforcement philosophy that emphasizes relationships between the police 
and community members” as “these relationships help our police officers engage with residents to 
prevent crime from happening, instead of only responding after incidents occur”.  Due to community 
policing’s emphasis on building trust through proactive collaboration and partnerships, the City Manager 
directed City staff to consult with Kirkland businesses, neighborhood associations, and other stakeholders 
to accomplish three engagement goals: 
 

1. Establish neighborhood-specific public safety priorities and identify possible performance 
measures associated with those priorities; 

2. Explore effective ways for residents and businesses to better partner with the police to enhance 
proactive crime prevention strategies; and 

3. Encourage residents and businesses to work closely with the police department to maintain and 
strengthen trusting relationships that make our community safer. 

 
 
 
OUTREACH METHODOLOGY 
 
STRATEGIC APPROACH TO CIVIC ENGAGEMENT 
 
The City Council was briefed by the Assistant City Manager at the February 23, 2018, Council Policy 
Retreat on a new strategic approach to civic engagement initiated to further the 2017-2018 City Work 
Program item: “Enhance resident and business engagement in Kirkland through community-based 
initiatives that foster a safe, inclusive and welcoming City and a love of Kirkland.”  Part of that briefing 
included a description of the Change & Innovation Agency, the City’s selected consultant for improving 
the City’s performance management system. One key element of this consultant’s work with the City was 
a training conducted on May 8, 2018, that instructed more than 20 staff how to facilitate focus groups 
using the Change & Innovation Agency’s methodology, including the staff responsible for the community 
policing civic conversation.  Staff employed the focus group methodology to gain insight into what 
constitutes a successful community policing program. 
 
The City Council received an update by the Assistant City Manager at the May 31, 2019, Council Financial 
Retreat, who described in more detail staff’s system of civic engagement, referred to by staff as Themed 
Resident Engagement for Kirkland (TREK).  Staff’s TREK system relies heavily upon the methodology of 
the International Association of Public Participation (IAP2), a robust framework used internationally for 
civic engagement in support of sustainable decisions, as well as other sources.  Staff refer to feedback-
collecting TREKs such as this community policing effort as “civic conversations”.   
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TECHNIQUES USED TO COLLECT FEEDBACK 
 
At the direction of the Assistant City Manager, staff utilized the TREK framework to craft the strategy and 
techniques to collect public feedback on community policing and oversaw the implementation of the 
engagement plan in coordination with the City Manager’s Office Communications team and Police 
Department personnel.   
 
Staff collected feedback through a survey, notes from focus groups, and verbal comments at meetings.  
The survey was not randomized and is not statistically valid, and a Demographic Profile of Survey 
Responses is included in Appendix A.  Staff utilized two methods of in-person outreach and seven 
methods of digital outreach to collect 527 total survey responses.  The specific methods include:  
 
Table 1: In-Person Techniques 
Event Type Quantity  Attendance*  Surveys  
Neighborhood Association Meetings  
Moss Bay, Juanita, S. Rose Hill / Bridle Trails, Central Houghton, 
N. Rose Hill, Everest, Lakeview, Norkirk, Evergreen Hill, Market, 
Highlands 

11 183 118 

Interest Group Meetings 
Business Roundtable meetings (January 9, April 10), Kirkland 
Senior Council 

3 40 n/a 

Focus Groups 
Business community, general community member (x2), Kirkland 
Senior Council  

3 27 n/a 

SUBTOTAL 17 250 118 
Each neighborhood association meeting presentation consisted of the viewing of a brief video, followed 
by a group discussion and paper survey responses.  
 
*Total number of people that were present at a meeting.  
 
 
Table 2: Digital Outreach Techniques 
Digital Outreach Type Quantity Views*** Surveys 
Partner Email Promotion 
Neighborhood Leaders email, Inclusion Network email 

**** **** 71 

Facebook Posts (including Event)  4 8,086 

251 
Twitter Tweets 2 2,678 

Nextdoor Posts 2 5,491 

City Newsletter Articles 3 3,399 

Video posted on YouTube and Facebook 1 263 n/a 
Landing Webpage (www.kirklandwa.gov/communitypolicing) 1 305 87 
SUBTOTAL 13 20,222 409 
*** “Views” defined as: Facebook Reach, Twitter Impressions, Email Unique Opens, Webpage Unique 
Visits, YouTube Views, and Facebook 1m Video Views.   
**** Data unavailable. 
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FINDINGS 
 
NEIGHBORHOOD-SPECIFIC PUBLIC SAFETY PRIORITIES 
 
The survey was the primary means for City staff to accomplish the engagement objective of: 
 

• Establish neighborhood-specific public safety priorities and identify possible performance 
measures associated with those priorities. 

 
The survey asked respondents to identify if and where they lived and/or worked in Kirkland.  It then 
asked for their top three public safety priorities for their selected location(s). For those respondents who 
both lived and worked in Kirkland, the survey was built to allow separate responses for each location.  
 
Figure 1, below, shows the percentage of respondents who identified a public safety category as one of 
their three priorities, grouped by neighborhood of residence. For example, 7% of Central Houghton 
residents identified Animal Services as one of their three public safety priorities.  Staff indicated the 
sample size for each neighborhood in parenthesis after the neighborhood name. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Percentage of 
survey respondents’ 
identified public safety 
categories by 
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Animal Services 7% 0% 5% 4% 5% 8% 0% 4% 5% 12% 2% 11% 8% Gradation key
Arson 0% 0% 3% 0% 2% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 4% 0% 0% 60% +
Assault 3% 6% 10% 6% 9% 11% 9% 4% 8% 3% 9% 3% 15% 45-60%
Burglary 50% 82% 55% 44% 57% 50% 64% 69% 25% 68% 57% 40% 15% 30-45%
Collisions 3% 6% 5% 3% 2% 8% 9% 12% 3% 3% 7% 3% 8% 15-30%
Disturbing the Peace 17% 24% 20% 11% 8% 14% 9% 15% 28% 18% 13% 9% 0% 0-15%
Drugs / Alcohol Violations 17% 0% 20% 17% 3% 17% 9% 27% 13% 15% 20% 6% 31%
DUI 7% 6% 3% 7% 8% 9% 9% 15% 8% 6% 7% 6% 23%
Fraud & Identity Theft 20% 0% 10% 4% 15% 11% 0% 4% 3% 21% 18% 26% 0%
Homicide 3% 0% 0% 1% 5% 8% 0% 0% 0% 3% 4% 3% 0%
Motor Vehicle Theft 7% 12% 3% 7% 3% 5% 0% 8% 5% 0% 5% 0% 15%
Robbery 10% 0% 13% 13% 11% 13% 0% 12% 10% 9% 5% 11% 15%
Sex Crimes 0% 6% 5% 4% 8% 16% 0% 0% 0% 6% 11% 3% 0%
Theft / Larceny 30% 6% 23% 26% 31% 13% 27% 12% 28% 15% 29% 20% 23%
Traffic 47% 41% 35% 39% 29% 25% 82% 35% 48% 35% 43% 43% 39%
Vandalism 7% 6% 5% 3% 6% 11% 9% 4% 13% 6% 2% 6% 8%
Vehicle Break-In / Theft 40% 88% 60% 40% 55% 45% 36% 58% 55% 56% 55% 66% 77%
Weapons 13% 6% 0% 7% 6% 6% 0% 4% 8% 18% 7% 9% 0%
None of the above 0% 0% 5% 4% 3% 3% 0% 0% 3% 0% 0% 0% 0%
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Similarly, Figure 2 shows the percentage of respondents who identified a public safety category as one of 
their three priorities, grouped by in which neighborhood they work. For example, 9% of those who work 
in Central Houghton identified Animal Services as one of their three public safety priorities.   
 

 
 
 
Staff noted some key differences between reported public safety priorities for neighborhood of residence 
and work, including the increase in concern from those who work in Kirkland for Drugs / Alcohol 
Violations.  However, the sample size was very small for some of the neighborhoods for those who 
indicated they work there, which should be taken into consideration for any potential policy decision.  
Neighborhoods with a lower sample size also demonstrate an opportunity for additional, targeted 
outreach.  
 
By collecting public safety priorities by neighborhood, City staff can more easily identify opportunities to 
raise awareness of actual crime data per neighborhood, as well as crime prevention strategies that may 
be of interest to specific neighborhoods.  Further, seeing how trends differ between the residential and 
business community can provide guidance on audience-specific outreach. Finally, collecting a baseline of 
priorities by neighborhood provides beginning data that can be utilized to support Recommendation 24 
from the Police Strategic Plan:  
 
Recommendation 24: Consider the development of Neighborhood Policing Plans with neighborhood-
specific goals and measures.  
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Assault 0% 33% 14% 11% 0% 20% 0% 0% 0% 8% 0% 0% 5% 45-60%
Burglary 9% 0% 29% 22% 100% 70% 20% 9% 15% 31% 17% 60% 26% 30-45%
Collisions 0% 67% 14% 0% 0% 0% 0% 9% 15% 0% 0% 0% 5% 15-30%
Disturbing the Peace 9% 33% 14% 22% 0% 0% 20% 18% 8% 0% 0% 0% 5% 0-15%
Drugs / Alcohol Violations 46% 33% 29% 44% 0% 30% 20% 27% 31% 15% 17% 0% 5%
DUI 0% 33% 0% 0% 0% 10% 0% 18% 8% 23% 0% 0% 26%
Fraud & Identity Theft 9% 0% 0% 22% 33% 0% 20% 0% 0% 31% 17% 20% 5%
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Motor Vehicle Theft 9% 0% 14% 0% 0% 20% 20% 9% 0% 0% 0% 0% 11%
Robbery 9% 0% 14% 11% 67% 20% 20% 9% 8% 23% 0% 0% 5%
Sex Crimes 0% 0% 0% 11% 0% 20% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 20% 5%
Theft / Larceny 18% 33% 14% 11% 0% 10% 20% 0% 8% 15% 50% 20% 16%
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QUALITATIVE INSIGHTS 
 
Staff also collected qualitative input from open-ended survey questions, focus groups conversations, and 
neighborhood association and interest group meeting comments.  This qualitative feedback provided staff 
with insight for the engagement objectives of: 
 

• Explore effective ways for residents and businesses to better partner with the police to enhance 
proactive crime prevention strategies; and 

• Encourage residents and businesses to work closely with the police department to maintain and 
strengthen trusting relationships that make our community safer. 

 
Specifically, the survey asked respondents the following open-ended questions: 
 

• “For your top public safety priorities, how might community members in your neighborhood 
better partner with the police to help prevent crime?” 

• “How would the police department know that it is meeting your expectations for community 
policing?”  

• “Any other thoughts you have about community policing?” 
 
A listing of survey responses categorized by survey question appears in Appendix B, a listing of focus 
group comments appears in Appendix C, and a listing of interest group meeting comments appears in 
Appendix D. 
 
 
Themes  
 
Below are descriptions of the major themes identified by staff through the synthesis of survey and 
meeting feedback.  Each theme includes one or more possible strategies, most of which were suggested 
by community members, some of which originated with staff.  Included in the description of each 
possible strategy are suggested performance measures and a reference to existing recommendations 
identified in the Kirkland Police Strategic Plan that could be supported by that strategy. 
 
 
Theme 1: Seek feedback from the community. 
Community members indicated a strong desire for ways to provide input to the Police Department.  This 
included periodic community surveys, regular in-person or digital forums for conversation, and reporting 
alternatives (such as maps to report hotspots for traffic violations and text or app -based reporting 
mechanisms).  Many community members were aware of attendance at neighborhood association 
meetings by Command staff and pre-existing tools already used by the Department, such as the Online 
Reporting portal. For those community members with this wider awareness of Department practices and 
tools, there was an interest in broader promotion and wider usage of these pre-existing tools.   
 
Possible Strategy 1.1: Annual online survey and focus groups 
The use of an annual community survey emerged from many survey responses as a method for the 
Police Department to know whether it was meeting the community’s expectations on community policing.  
Additionally, focus group participants noted that the focus group meeting itself built trust between the 
Police Department and the community.  The City Manager’s Office Civic Engagement and 
Communications teams could collaborate with the Police Department to annually create and distribute a 
community survey, conduct a series of focus groups, and prepare a report of findings. 
 
Performance measures: number of participants; satisfaction levels and trends 
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Strategic Plan Recommendation supported: Recommendation 23.a – Conduct annual Community 
Satisfaction Surveys in addition to the bi-annual city-wide Citizen Satisfaction Survey. 
 
Possible Strategy 1.2: Promote alternative reporting methods  
Feedback indicated there did not appear to be widespread awareness of the Online Reporting portal, 
which offers an opportunity for promotion across the City’s communication platforms. A sub-theme that 
emerged is a desire for a map-based tool that allowed easy reporting of suspicious or concerning activity, 
such as traffic violations. To address this interest, City staff could explore the use of the “Our Kirkland” 
constituent response management tool for community members to provide map-based feedback on hot 
spots or other concerns. 
 
Performance measures: increased number of online reporting using the portal 
Strategic Plan Recommendation supported: Recommendation 22.b – Improve use of social media. 
 
Possible Strategy 1.3: Continue Neighborhood Association meeting attendance 
Many survey respondents indicated appreciation for officers attending the neighborhood association 
meetings to provide information, answer questions, and generally build relationships.  However, many 
respondents indicated a preference for encouraging and increasing attendance at the meetings.  To the 
extent that attendance remains possible in the Department’s operations, the City Manager’s Office Civic 
Engagement and Communications teams could support broader promotion of Department attendance at 
the neighborhood association meetings.  Additionally, there may be opportunities to repurpose the crime 
reports that are generated for the meetings to become part of a regularly-published crime dashboard 
(reference Possible Strategy 3.1).  
 
Performance measures: number of meetings attended; satisfaction indicated in annual survey 
Strategic Plan Recommendation supported: Recommendation 21 – Increase the frequency and depth of 
non-enforcement interactions with community members, building a stronger partnership with the 
community. 
 
 
Theme 2: Getting to know our Police Department – in person and beyond. 
Another major theme that emerged was a strong desire from community members to meet and get to 
know the officers that patrol their neighborhoods.  Survey respondents indicated a preference and 
appreciation for in-person relationship-building opportunities like Coffee with a Cop, neighborhood 
association meetings, and participation in other community events.  Many focus group members were 
unaware of these in-person activities, which provides an opportunity for enhanced promotion of those 
programs.  Some community members identified that those in-person events, although valuable, reached 
a small segment of the overall community, and they expressed a desire for additional strategies to 
broaden connections.   
 
Possible Strategy 2.1: Continue Community Policing events and programs 
Many community members indicated appreciation for current Community Policing events, such as Coffee 
with a Cop and Community Academy.  However, many were unaware of those opportunities.  To the 
extent that these programs remain possible in the Department’s operations, the City Manager’s Office 
Communications team could support broader promotion of these and other events.   
 
Performance measures: number of events and public attendance; satisfaction indicated in annual survey 
Strategic Plan Recommendation supported: Recommendation 21 – Increase the frequency and depth of 
non-enforcement interactions with community members, building a stronger partnership with the 
community. 
 
Possible Strategy 2.2: Patrol officer video series with safety tips 
The City Manager’s Office Communications team could collaborate with the Police Department to produce 
a regularly-published series of short videos that each features a different patrol officer. The format of 
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each video could consist of: a brief introduction of the patrol officer, what neighborhood(s) they patrol, 
and a quick crime prevention or safety tip on a topic of relevance to those neighborhood(s) based on 
survey responses and crime data.  The intention of the videos would be to humanize and familiarize 
community members with a specific patrol officer that regularly serves their neighborhood while also 
providing relevant community empowerment techniques (reference “Community Empowerment” theme 
area below).  Community members provided several possible topics for crime prevention tips, which are 
listed in Appendix E.   
 
Performance measure: number of video views 
Strategic Plan Recommendation supported: Recommendation 22.b – Improve use of social media. 
 
This possible strategy could also be used to support “Recommendation 2 – Community Outreach” of the 
Kirkland Police Department Mental and Emotional Health Response Improvement Team, the final report 
of which is available as an attachment to the September 3, 2019 staff report on the Mental Health and 
Community Crisis Intervention Framework (also a separate attachment to this Performance Management 
Update agenda item). Additionally, this possible strategy could be used to support three of the 12 “top 
ideas” identified in the Gun Safety and Community Safety Outreach Findings Report, which was 
presented to City Council on July 17, 2018.  The three “top ideas” of Firearm Safety Awareness 
Campaign, Firearm Ownership Training Program, and Mental Health Awareness Campaign emerged from 
the town hall event and nine focus groups conducted during the June 2018 civic conversation on Gun 
Safety and Community Safety, and each have elements that could be supported by this possible strategy.   
 
 
Theme 3: Share data trends and stories of police activity. 
Similar to “Theme 1: Seek feedback from the community”, there was a strong interest from community 
members to learn about current crime trends, particularly in their neighborhood.  Although current crime 
information is available via the Police Department’s Crime Mapping website, many community members 
were unaware of this resource.  Additionally, community members sought broader information about 
police activity beyond that provided in the Crime Mapping webpage, citing various news outlets’ police 
blotter segments or similar police activity narratives.   
 
Possible Strategy 3.1: Publish a regular crime report dashboard 
Utilizing pre-existing communication platforms such as the City’s This Week in Kirkland email newsletter 
and social media channels, the City Manager’s Office Communications team could collaborate with Police 
Department public information officers to create a brief, standardized report that provides neighborhood-
based crime data from a set timeframe.  This “dashboard report” could mirror the “Alerts” created and 
sent by the Online Crime Mapping website, the reports generated for Command staff attendance at 
neighborhood association meetings, and/or the Quarterly Crime Summaries provided to the Public Safety 
Council Committee.  Additionally, this brief report could be accompanied by very short narratives of 
prominent police activity to bring awareness to the work of the Police Department.  Finally, this segment 
could provide links to the Community Crime Mapping webpage and a schedule of up-coming visits of 
police officers at neighborhood association meetings. 
 
Performance measure: number of views 
Strategic Plan Recommendation supported: Recommendation 22.b – Improve use of social media. 
 
 
Theme 4: Patrol Officer visibility and accessibility. 
Another strong theme from both the survey respondents and focus group attendees was the feeling that 
police officers being in their vehicles can, in some instances, be a barrier to community members 
interacting with police officers. The desire to have patrol officers on foot, bikes, or horses was a common 
interest, with a specific emphasis on encouraging informal interactions.  Relatedly, community members 
also recognized that officers may be responding to certain categories of calls for which other specialized 
personnel may be better suited, such as calls related to mental health concerns. 

http://www.kirklandwa.gov/Assets/City+Council/Council+Packets/07172018/7.a.SpecialPresentation.pdf
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Possible Strategy 4.1: Focus patrol officers on calls needing a police officer  
The Kirkland Police Department Mental and Emotional Health Response Improvement Team identified 
that a significant burden is placed on patrol officers to respond to calls related to mental health.  Many of 
the recommendations identified in the Mental and Emotional Health Response Improvement Team final 
report support freeing some patrol officer time by referring mental health and/or other calls that don’t 
need a police response to the Police Department’s mental health professional.  To the extent that such 
referrals result in unallocated time, Department operations could explore ways to encourage patrol 
officers to spend part of their shift outside of their vehicle, when and where appropriate. 
 
Performance measure: number of calls handled by a mental health professional 
Strategic Plan Recommendations supported: Recommendation 4 – Increase Patrol capacity to create time 
for preventive, data-driven policing and directed patrol; Recommendation 31 – Increase Department 
capacity and expertise for handling increasing behavioral and mental health challenges. 
 
 
Theme 5: Empower the community to help prevent crime. 
The last major theme from survey respondents and focus group attendees was that the community could 
and wanted to do more to help prevent crime but were unsure how to best do so.  One common idea 
was the Police Department providing crime-specific prevention tips or other safety advice.  Another 
common idea was the creation of a Neighborhood Watch or similar program to help foster neighbor-to-
neighbor relationships that could support neighborhoods being safer.   
 
Possible Strategy 5.1: Patrol officer video series with safety tips (see Possible Strategy 2.2) 
 
Possible Strategy 5.2: Explore implementation of a Neighborhood Watch program 
With the addition of a second Neighborhood Resource Officer, the Department could explore the 
implementation of a Neighborhood Watch or similar program.  Such a program could be integrated with 
the possible development of Neighborhood Policing Plans.  Utilizing other neighborhood-level programs 
already supported by the City, such as the Map Your Neighborhood program and Community Emergency 
Response Teams, as well as the neighborhood associations, could help spread awareness by leveraging 
existing community networks and strengthen these other civic efforts. Additional collaboration with the 
PTSAs and other organizations could further expand the reach of this possible program.  
 
Performance measure: number of participants in prevention programs 
Strategic Plan Recommendation supported: Recommendation 24 – Consider the development of 
Neighborhood Policing Plans with neighborhood-specific goals and measures. 
 
 
Beyond the above five themes, additional emergent themes for further consideration include: 

• Utilizing permanent, satellite police stations spread throughout the city.  If permanent locations 
are infeasible, instead use pop-up stations at various community locations. 

• Using speed cameras to administer speeding tickets. 
• Supporting a subsidized locking mailbox program, with specific references to the City of Seatac’s 

program: http://www.seatacwa.gov/government/city-departments/mailbox-program  
 
 
 
 
Appendix A: Demographic Profile of Survey Responses 
Appendix B: Open-Ended Survey Responses  
Appendix C: Focus Group Notes 
Appendix D: Interest Group Meeting Notes 
Appendix E: Education Topics Identified by Community Members 

http://www.seatacwa.gov/government/city-departments/mailbox-program
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Appendix F: Written Public Comments 
 
 
Appendix A: Demographic Profile of Survey Responses 
 

DEMOGRAPHIC CATEGORY Survey Responses1 Census Estimates2 
Neighborhood3   
    North 36.7% 56.2% 
    Central 35.8% 19.5% 
    South 26.3% 24.3% 
    Outside Kirkland 1.2% -- 
Housing Situation   
    Rent 9.9% 36.1% 
    Own 89.6% 63.9% 
    Unhoused 0.5% -- 
Age4   
    Under 20 0% 22.3% 
    25-35 7.5% 22.2% 
    35-50 32.7% 22.5% 
    50-65 36.0% 19.9% 
    65+ 23.8% 13.1% 
Race/ethnicity5   
    American Indian and Alaska Native 2.6% 0.3% 
    Asian 7.6% 17.4% 
    Black or African American 1.8% 2.4% 
    Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander 0.3% 0.5% 
    Hispanic or Latino 2.9% 7.0% 
    White 84.1% 81.9% 
    Some other race 0.8% 2.3% 

 

1 Excluding those who chose not to answer the optional demographic questions 
2 Source: 2017 American Community Survey (ACS), Demographic and Housing Estimates 
3 Neighborhood population estimates computed by staff based on ACS data and housing units per  
  neighborhood association boundary. 
4 Survey data collection age categories not parallel with Census data collection methods.   
  Staff computed age estimates based on ACS data. 
5 Survey data collection methods differed from Census methods.  
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Appendix B: Open-Ended Survey Responses 

Question: For your top public safety priorities, how might community members in your 
neighborhood better partner with the police to help prevent crime? 

Respondents were provided text boxes associated with each of their public safety priorities. 

Burglary  

• Neighbors watching out for each other 
• Hospital needs better security  
• Improved home security/assist in setting up neighborhood watch 
• Non emergency reporting mechanism  
• Neighborhood crime watch 
• Neighborhood Watch 
• Create community watch groups/phone trees to keep watch over neighbors homes when away or on holiday 
• More patrols of neighborhoods  
• More patrols in the area & cameras 
• Programs @ school PTSA , More speed radar along cut through routes, more patrols along 108th 68th,52/53rd and 

side streets, i.e more visibility. 
• We need to come up with a better plan to get neighbors more involved and active in our neighborhoods. People need 

to be more proactive when they see something that looks suspicious. 
• Call and report suspicious  
• Create and maintain a two-way discussion on the KPD website, where residents can report suspicious activity, or ask 

questions of KPD, and KPD can report on crime trends and things to watch for. 
• I appreciate an officer coming to neighborhood meetings. Perhaps more officers on foot, in denser neighborhoods 

during the day for part of their shift. 
• More police out of their cars that you can talk to. Better use of ring and camera technology 
• Activities to speak with police - like the more coffee with police. 
• Be aware of unusual and suspicious activity and report to police. 
• Improve enforcement of traffic laws eg. running red lights, crosswalk violations and illegal parking. 
• Please proactively address homelessness. Kirkland is currently a safe neighborhood, but can be susceptible to 

increased levels of crime if homelessness prevention is not on its radar. 
• By being visible. 
• Police need to be more present in neighborhood during commute times. 
• I like that the police come to our neighborhood meetings. I would like to see regular patrols/presence in the 

neighborhood. fo there are points of contact for our neighborhood may be let us know and have an introduction to 
them @neighborhood meeting. 

• Lock doors and windows; keep valuables inside and out of sight; burglar alarms and cameras 
• Better information sharing 
• Alarm systems, lighting, look out for your neighbos, lock your cars 
• Set up contact list, have one person be the leader, all activity is reported to the leader, leader will contact 911 
• patrols 
• More information exchange. Website and weekly paper and monthly meetings are a good start 
• Don't want theft/breakins to speeding. 
• Communicate 
• Keep informing people to report problems even if it does not reach the level of emergency. Have visible patrols in the 

neighborhoods. 
• Coninue to engage with neighborhood associations. Put more emphasis educating citizens in protecting propery. 
• Traffic patrol / speeding ( Radar). Info on setting up home security systems or ways to discourage home burglaries. 
• Watchful neighbors.  
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• calling the police when we/they see suspicious activity 
• crime watch 
• visibility and prosecution 
• Report suspected activity to police 
• When a break-in occurs, have us check our cameras... Need current trends so we know how to protect ourselves... 

What does and does not work? 
• No idea 
• Help to organize Neighborhood Watch groups  
• Report suspicious activity to the police 
• Don't know, I guess if you see something then say something. 
• Lock doors and post signs about neighborhood watch 
• Security cameras,  
• Monitored Alarms Installed 
• Identify and notify me of burglary patterns near my home: not just that it happened, but what is similar in each 

situation (i.e., secluded home, poorly lit property, doors not locked, etc.) 
• Crime watch 
• People in the neighborhood are already vigilant. A stronger police presence would likely discourage burglars.  
• Police presence 
• Neighborhood-watch style collaboration 
• use MYN to communicate with each other in neighborhood 
• neighborhood crime watch programs 
• Neighborhood block parties including police  
• No idea, I feel like we call every time we see something.  
• Education? 
• Report suspicious activity  
• Cameras 
• Lock doors and windows 
• ? 
• Community watch programs 
• Be vigilant, install an alarm system, keep an eye out for suspicious activity.  
• neighborhood watch  
• shoot burglars 
• proactive reporting 
• More neighborhood patrol’s 
• Establish neighborhood watches  
• Have an officer come to the neighborhood meetings just to hear concerns before and after meetings. 
• Bulk purchase of locking mail boxes to offer to citizens at a reduced rate- Seatac is doing this. 
• Alert neighbors  
• neighborhood patrols 
• Neighborhood watch 
• Report suspicious activity, capture and share on recording device like Ring. 
• Better communication- Less multimedia, more posters or signs or flyers. 
• Quick and easy reporting process and feed back. 
• neighborhood watch or get to know neighbors 
• Non-emergency phone or website to report suspicious activity. 
• better house and street lights. Juanita streets are dark. report incidents 
• Block watch and officer known to the community 
• Neighborhood watch 
• Education on preventative measures,  incident awareness, stepped up apprehension and stiffer penalties 
• My alarm notified neighbors, not the police 
• Be aware of what's going on in the neighborhood and report suspicious behavior  
• ? 
• Expect police to investigate and follow through  
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• Lock windows; bright porch lighting; burglar alarms; reduce bushes around windows; install deeper deadbolts; put 
metal plates over deadbolt 

• Utilize all the great data being gathered via Ring cameras and utilize this technology to proactively reduce the issue 
with burglary and theft.  

• June 22 , June 15 meetings 
• Make sure people are encouraged to contact police with concerns. I think people tend to talk themselves out of 

getting involved. 
• prosecute and enforce sentences 
• If you see something, say something, and get to know your community.  
• Report crimes 
• block watch 
• Lights on 
• neighborhood watch 
• Follow safety procedures/lock doors, stay aware 
• Neighborhood watch and police presence  
• Neighborhood watch. Reporting unusual activity  
• locking doors and keeping outside of homes well lit 
• More police driving through neighborhoods  
• neighborhood watch 
• Surveillance cameras 
• I don't know. 
• Stay Alert 
• Good Neighborhood watch 
• Regular police presence for deterrent 
• Be aware of surroundings, lock homes and car doors 
• Be visible - in areas where . crime is . 2. Start ticketing on  State ST and Lake WA blvd. 3.Mobilize a Moss bay interest 

group ( volunteers) to identify the partnership and role in scope. 4. Identify the vision, create strategy. 
• Communication via technology- emails etc. This may exist. I am new to the area. 
• Beat cops, bike cops, equestrian , al these would make it easier for the communities to interface with the police. 
• Security camera footage for package and mail theft 
• Attend neighborhood meetings, provide data to the community on what the crime trends look like, schedule more 

community touch points to get face time with the residents. I don't actually know what the priorities of the Kirkland 
PD are and where resources are spent the most within the community. 

• Make it easier to report a crime on your web site  
• Let police know when you are out of town so they can drive by and be a visual deterrent  
• Don't ignore what you see happening call non emergency police and report it. 
• More presence of police cars patrolling various areas of the neighborhod. 
• More police officers informally walking around the neighborhood and engaging with people, especially around Peter 

Kirk school. 
• Train some citizens to deal directly with low risk crimes. Increase engagement and awareness levels (attendance 

today is only 16) 
• Watch out for out-of-the-ordinary actions. 
• Profiling anyone who doesn't belong. 
• Crime watch 
• small neighborhood police station outposts located away from Totem Lake 
• lock doors, neighborhood/porch lighting/neighborhood watch groups 
• More police presence...follow up on all of the videos being posted. 
• Increase patrols in the neighborhood. So much package/mail theft. Seems like more visible officers would discourage? 
• secure belongings 
• Security cameras 
• Work with law enforcement on a low effort, streamilned way to report suspected activity 
• More patrols and crime watch signs  
• More light installations on the street 
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• Report the crime and suspicious activities 
• More police cars driving around 
• It would be helpful to start with knowing extent of crime / more trasparency re statistics and incidents. Until we were 

burglary crime victims last month , I was unaware of what I now perceive to be a serious problem. 
• Neighborhood watch /cert collaboration  
• Report suspicious activity 
• Neighborhood watch 
• Neighborhood Crime Watch 
• More police presence 
• Neighborhood watch prigrams 
• not sure, seems like people already report what they see 
• Neighborhood crime watch .Educate the public on how things can help. 
• Police track Nextdoor Ap conversations and use home videos, get homeless persons into shelter 
• Not sure what else needs to be done here. Everyone needs to be more vigilant in making their house and car safe. 
• do neighborhood watch meetings 
• It seems like SRH/BT is underserved , all the city's resources are being deviated to the annexation areas. 
• get a monitored alarm and a dog 
• Attend Neighborhood Watch-type training 
• Report incidents (including suspicious activity) through appropriate channels 

Vehicle Break-In / Theft (Car prowl) 

• be smart about parking 
• Neighborhood watch. Bait vehicles. 
• Enforcement of neighborhood parking- garage not street 
• Prohibit free parking. 
• encourage people to get their junk out of the garage and park their car inside 
• Programs @ school PTSA , More speed radar along cut through routes, more patrols along 108th 68th,52/53rd and 

side streets, i.e more visibility. 
• Call and report suspicious  
• Encourage community members to report suspicious activity to each other and to KPD, and to alert neighbors when a 

vehicle is left unlocked, or valuables are left in sight in vehicles. 
• Utilize an email list and begin communication to identify the problems 
• I appreciate an officer coming to neighborhood meetings. Perhaps more officers on foot, in denser neighborhoods 

during the day for part of their shift. 
• More police out of their cars that you can talk to. Better use of ring and camera technology 
• Activities to speak with police - like the more coffee with police. 
• Be aware of unusual and suspicious activity and report to police. 
• Improve enforcement of traffic laws eg. running red lights, crosswalk violations and illegal parking 
• Please proactively address homelessness. Kirkland is currently a safe neighborhood, but can be susceptible to 

increased levels of crime if homelessness prevention is not on its rada 
• By being visible. 
• I like that the police come to our neighborhood meetings. I would like to see regular patrols/presence in the 

neighborhood. fo there are points of contact for our neighborhood may be let us know and have an introduction to 
them @neighborhood meeting. 

• Regular community meeting involvement, in general and to address specific topics ie. education on preventing break 
ins or a particular traffic or parking issue in neighborhood 

• Lock vehicles; don't leave valuables in cars; keep valuables out of sight 
• Better information sharing 
• Lock cars, leave nothing ...   we have people living in the woods and I think they are desperate.  Policing the woods 

regularly might help.  Citizens should not approach, but could report suspicious activity. 
• More patrol at night 
• Crackdown on illegal parking. 
• Community involvement neighborhood crime watch system with signage   
• publicize age groups of the perpetrators 
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• Crime prevention training and reminders. Facilitate installation of locked mailboxes (many folks have no idea how to 
get it done). More neighborhood traffic control outreach. 

• Keep informing people to report problems even if it does not reach the level of emergency. Have visible patrols in the 
neighborhoods. 

• Traffic patrol / speeding ( Radar). Info on setting up home security systems or ways to discourage home burglaries 
• Lock cars, have surveillance cameras, don’t leave valuables in the cars, have watchful neighbors.  
• lock car? 
• crime watch 
• Report suspected activity to police 
• Talk to each other 
• I am in a coulda sac so I don’t have an issue but it seems to happen along the major roads, am afraid it will venture 

into our peaceful neighborhood  
• Check neighboring cameras, awareness of methods like vehicle key relays, etc... 
• No idea 
• Help to organize neighborhood watch groups 
• Report suspicious activity to the police 
• More patrolling 
• Identify and notify me of car prowl patterns near my home.  
• Police presence 
• Neighborhood-watch style collaboration 
• use MYN to communicate with each other in neighborhood 
• See Theft/Larceny 
• Report suspicious activity  
• Lock doors, don’t leave valuables in car 
• Same as above 
• get the people in one house committing the crime to move away. 
• Police presence  
• Lock car 
• ? 
• reminders to keep your cars locked. Frequent patrols through cul de sacs 
• Community watch programs 
• Make sure your car is locked and the alarm is armed.  
• shoot criminals 
• Night time neighborhood patrol’s 
• Better education about how to prevent 
• Neighborhood watch groups 
• Bulk purchase of locking mail boxes to offer to citizens at a reduced rate- Seatac is doing this 
• neighborhood watch programs 
• Alert neighbors  
• Same as burglary  
• Better communication- Less multimedia, more posters or signs or flyers 
• Better neighborhood commumication within the neighborhoods 
• a way to notify neighborhoods when there is a problem 
• Non-emergency phone or website to report suspicious activity. 
• better lights. take preventative measures such as taking all valuables and make it an unprofitable neighbrhood 
• Video surveillance, neighborhood watches,  more communication when a crime has occurred.  
• Cameras 
• Keep doors locked, valuables out of vehicles, bait cars when it is clear a person or persons are systematically working 

a neighborhood or street 
• Be aware of what's going on in the neighborhood and report suspicious behavior  
• ? 
• Expect police to investigate and follow through  
• Greater random visibility of police presence  
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• Not sure. Maybe encourage more neighborhood watch groups? Encourage better lighting or security cameras on 
private property.  

• Neighborhood watch and reporting of prowlers 
• s it on the "community " to better partner with law enforcement or is it on law enforcement to better partner with 

communities ? 
• Make sure people are encouraged to contact police with concerns. I think people tend to talk themselves out of 

getting involved. 
• public contact with suspicous activity 
• Keep an eye out for odd events or people 
• If you see something, say something, and get to know your community.  
• don't leave valuables in autos 
• Make more neighborhood known officers available 
• No idea, more slow driving through neigborhoods, windows rolled down, invite conversation 
• neighborhood watch 
• Report 
• Evening patrol.  
• reporting behavior that appears suspect 
• Same  
• Quicker way to report directly to KPD instead of going through NorCom 
• Citizens should become more comfortable calling 911. 
• Surveillance cameras 
• All community police need to walk a beat, get to know their citizens.  instead of arresting a homeless person or 

putting them on bus to Seattle take them to a shelter or food bank. need a mens shelter here. Tent City 3 not enough.  
Take drug users to Evergreen Public hospital instead of arresting them for drug pissession or sales.  try to get these 
people help rather than filling up our jails and courts.  TALK to people of color, homeless, drug users - try to.help them 
rather than harrass or arrest them. Ve proactive rather than reactive (911).  need to walk a beat and meet and talk to 
the people.  be a part of our community - not driving around in a car handing out tickets.   

• Patrols. The downtown library is a known drug hangout and car breakins  
• not to leave valuables or garage door openers in the car and inform police about the break-in or theft 
• vigilance & reporting 
• Neighbor patrols at night and middle of the day. 
• From my perspective, Kirkland is a safe place to live and pretty well managed. I walk my dog around downtown 

Kirkland at all hours and never feel insecure, even though there were few homeless people taking shelter where they 
can. 

• Fast reporting/response of suspicious persons via app or 911 
• Motion lights, security cameras 
• Establish a small police station in each Kirkland neighborhood 
• Be visible - in areas where . crime is . 2. Start ticketing on  State ST and Lake WA blvd. 3.Mobilize a Moss bay interest 

group ( volunteers) to identify the partnership and role in scope. 4. Identify the vision, create strategy. 
• Communication via technology- emails etc. This may exist. I am new to the area. 
• More frequent patrols day and night on neighborhood streets. Increased visibility of police. Moss bay includes 

fountain bars. A presence to discourage alcoho field fights, drunk driving and noise would be helpful. 
• Lock doors 
• Give a phone number we can call to get a car drive by when we think something is up with out it being an emergency 

number. Park off the street with better lighting usage. More street lights 
• Don’t leave valuables in plain sight in your car and lock your vehicle! 
• Get Ring Cam or other device. 
• Locking our cars, not leaving valuables in cars. 
• Lock cars, illuminate parking areas 
• ore presence of police cars patrolling various areas of the neighborhod. 
• More police officers informally walking around the neighborhood and engaging with people, especially around Peter 

Kirk school. 
• Train some citizens to deal directly with low risk crimes. Increase engagement and awareness levels (attendance 

today is only 16) 
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• ? 
• As above, cameras as well as notification by police to residents if car prowls increasing. 
• Lock cars 
• Actually convict offenders-there is no deterent, more after hrs visibility 
• small neighborhood police station outposts located away from Totem Lake 
• lock vehicles, nothing of value in sight - we have become an easy target because of lazy vehicle owners 
• increase night checks  by  police 
• Report incidences and security cameras 
• More patrols 
• More police petrol 
• Send the police photos if have one 
• Report the crime and suspicious activities 
• Police car patrols 
• neighborhood watch 
• increase police surveillance 
• It would be helpful to start with knowing extent of crime / more trasparency re statistics and incidents. Until we were 

burglary crime victims last month , I was unaware of what I now perceive to be a serious problem 
• Neighborhood watch 
• Educate public to lock doors and not leave valuables, more patrolling 
• Neighborhood watch program 
• Neighborhood Watch 
• Police work with community to use home camera videos, Nextdoor Ap 
• more presence of uniformed police 
• allow greater police presence/patrolling in neighborhood 
• Realtors notify neighbors on a street when they will be having open houses; rental properties notify neighbors of 

vehicles moving into the neighborhood 
• reporting 
• report all incidents to police 
• May be- periodic sit down meetings with resource officer, chief and patrol (or other admin)- just for our hood. 
• I would be willing to offer a bait car with tracking 
• Attend Neighborhood Watch-type training 
• Don't leave valuables in sight. Park in lighted areas. 
• Figure out ways to add more patrolling and engage with home owners by stopping at homes and introducing 

themselves. Additionally help with getting communities organized with email distribution lists of neighbors along with 
phone numbers and names as people may be willing to share to the kirkland PD. 

• I don't know how community can stop these crimes 
• Same 
• working with local services agency that already serve these populations to see how to increase their safety 
• police patrol after dark and before sunrise 
• Neighborhood watch 

Traffic 

• Speed bumps to slow traffic flow 
• Stop increasing road capacity. 
• No idea, but all of the building in the area is going to make this a nightmare  
• No free parking in any public spaces. 
• Fully funded public transit, free at point of use. 
• Incentives for non-car commuting. 
• Limit construction to times that there are less commuters out. 
• Build bike and public transit infrastructure to discourage car use. 
• I'm not sure. Perhaps by knowing the peak times for traffic through our downtown and avoiding those times. It's just 

that we don't have many alternate routes.  
• walk more; drive less 
• patrol neighborhoods and or report violations of our traffic laws 
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• Community can hear from police what they can do to help specifically for each crime (eg. what to look for, what to 
report, trends that are happening 

• Programs @ school PTSA , More speed radar along cut through routes, more patrols along 108th 68th,52/53rd and 
side streets, i.e more visibility. 

• We need to come up with a better plan to get neighbors more involved and active in our neighborhoods. People need 
to be more proactive when they see something that looks suspicious. 

• Get more neighborhoods involved , police could be more involved with planning festivals where alocohol is served. 
Something has to be done about public Marijuana use and designate public smoking shacks for cigarettes. 

• Respect the traffic laws 
• My concern regarding collision/traffic is not related to the quantity of traffic rather driver's disregard for the safety of 

pedestrians and cyclists. I am uncertain how the community can better partner as its the community that drives 
unsafely 

• Utilize an email list and begin communication to identify the problems. 
• Improve enforcement of traffic laws eg. running red lights, crosswalk violations and illegal parking 
• Police need to be more present in neighborhood during commute times. 
• I like that the police come to our neighborhood meetings. I would like to see regular patrols/presence in the 

neighborhood. fo there are points of contact for our neighborhood may be let us know and have an introduction to 
them @neighborhood meeting. 

• Regular community meeting involvement, in general and to address specific topics ie. education on preventing break 
ins or a particular traffic or parking issue in neighborhood. 

• Speeding through High Woodlands is constant.  Even with the signs screaming "slow down", drivers still go 10 - 15 
miles over the speed limit. 

• Change safeway enterance next to KRM into ENTER ONLY 
• Need more speed control on the streets and ways to get cut through traffic to take major thoroughfares  
• restrict through traffice up 117th place to 160 
• Crime prevention training and reminders. Facilitate installation of locked mailboxes (many folks have no idea how to 

get it done). More neighborhood traffic control outreach. 
• More information exchange. Website and weekly paper and monthly meetings are a good start 
• Coninue to engage with neighborhood associations. Put more emphasis educating citizens in protecting propery 
• Traffic patrol / speeding ( Radar). Info on setting up home security systems or ways to discourage home burglaries 
• more reporting 
• " 
• Speed bumps, cars driving too fast in neighborhoods without sidewalks 
• Stronger distracted driving penalties 
• Citizens jotting down license plate numbers and our Finn Hill facebook page. 
• Reckless driving and speeding on arterials entering/exiting neighborhoods needs to be addressed. Safeway hill, 

Albertsons hill, Simonds- Too much emphasis is put on cherry picked tickets. Juanita Beach seems to constantly have a 
cop there to ticket someone going 5 mph over, or a dim headlight, expired tabs. Same with cops parked in HOV zones- 
Meanwhile, real traffic offenses are happening where people and pets live. Aggressive driving on freeways is 
increasing with our overpopulation. Tailgating, passing in no passing zones, super loud cars and motorcycles- 
Residents see this all the time and wonder where the police are. 

• ??? 
• This is mostly a city-planning/road-planning issue. Building endless apartment buildings and subdivisions will make 

problem substantially worse 
• report speeding vehicles hot spots to non-emergency number 
• Well, I do know the Sandburg Elementary past and current Principals have requested the police monitor all traffics 

issues around the school in the morning and afternoon hours when kids are walking to or from school. The school 
crossing guards could write down license plate numbers and other residents in the area could do the same and notify 
the Kirkland Police Department. Not that these issues are exclusive to children. Adults walking and driving experience 
these same issue with drivers simply running stop signs as if they are optional. 

• Patrol arterials that have the highest incidents of stop sign running.  
• volunteers with radar guns 
• Report speeders/request speed bumps 
• LOL Abide by the rules of the road?!!  
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• Education? 
• Online traffic alternatives when there are slowdowns 
• Enforce texting/distracted driving laws, especially along Juanita Drive. (been rear-ended twice) 
• slow down and respect their neighbors. 
• Bring more attention to speed limit and stop sign. IEP, flags on stop signs and speed monitors.  
• Better communication- Less multimedia, more posters or signs or flyers 
• Better neighborhood commumication within the neighborhoods. 
• ticket bicycles that don't follow the rules 
• Running stoplights at Ne 116 and 98 ave  
• neighbors could use speed guns to monitor excess speeds on residential streets. Police could send warning letters to 

offenders.  
• s it on the "community " to better partner with law enforcement or is it on law enforcement to better partner with 

communities ? 
• Dare to call out asshole drivers 
• educate about mail theft, online security education 
• No idea, more slow driving through neigborhoods, windows rolled down, invite conversation 
• Slow down and take public transport 
• identify speeders & those passing others despite double yellow lines 
• Don’t park cars close to corners and traffic signs. They block traffic and cause dangerous congestion. 
• Encourage ride sharing, alternative forms of transportation (walking, biking, transit), and encourage the safety and 

infrastructure that would make those options viable and attractive. 
• speeding signs 
• Install flashing ped walk signs at all mid block crosswalks.  get rid of antiquated flags before someone is killed.  

enforce speed limits 
• Need to change one of the N/S streets so middle lane is drivable and reverses with commute  
• Ask cars to obey signals and Pedestrians flags  
• One of the new community police officers needs to walk a beat in downtown Kirkland from 8 am to 2 pm daily and 

listen to citizen and business concerns and bring those to council. ,officer needs to espond to concerns before 
dispatched by 911.  the crosswalks are dangerous.  the library often has mentally ill people hanging out.  car prowls 
and breakins numerous downtown.  crosswalks in downtown need the new flashing light crosswalks.  traffic 
downtown tripled as evidenced by all the new traffic lights.  the antiquated flags are not enough.  i have almost been 
hit numerous times by drivers speeding to make a green light.  Change needed before someone is killed and sues city.  
i called to complain and told new crosswalks too expensive. if you can find funds for traffic light you can find funds for 
crosswalk lights 

• Neighbor patrols at night and middle of the day. 
• From my perspective, Kirkland is a safe place to live and pretty well managed. I walk my dog around downtown 

Kirkland at all hours and never feel insecure, even though there were few homeless people taking shelter where they 
can. 

• Crosswalk flags already help; continue and expand the locations for them 
• Establish a small police station in each Kirkland neighborhood 
• Be visible - in areas where . crime is . 2. Start ticketing on  State ST and Lake WA blvd. 3.Mobilize a Moss bay interest 

group ( volunteers) to identify the partnership and role in scope. 4. Identify the vision, create strategy. 
• Drive better 
• Identify specific places and issues 
• Safer driving, observing speed limits and any detour routes 
• Slow down! Correctly navigate traffic circles, some way to prevent/catch/fine cut-thru speeders on my (should be) 

quiet residential street 
• Mitigate the log jams on Lake, 3rd Street and Central 
• Drive safely 
• More police officers informally walking around the neighborhood and engaging with people, especially around Peter 

Kirk school. 
• See a policeman actually enforcing speed limits in our neighborhood? 
• Increase patrols in the neighborhood. So much package/mail theft. Seems like more visible officers would discourage? 
• Encourage  folks  to use  the  freeway  instead  of  the  neighborhood 
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• better placed speed humps 
• Improved traffic flows on 124th Ave NE 
• Obey traffic laws/regulations, respect other drivers 
• with increased development, ensuring proper street lights at intersections, flags at crosswalks, clear pedestrian 

walkways 
• Well lit streets and crosswalks 
• Stop building high density homes with infrastructure to support the building 
• Enforce traffic laws, speed limit, etc 
• Neighborhood watch /cert collaboration  
• Neighborhood watch 
• slow drivers down on 128th av ne 
• Speeding on side streets while construction is being done of main streets is dangerous. Ticketing repeat offenders? 
• No answer 
• How can neighbors support speed limit enforcement on NE 70th street and traffic calming on feeder streets to the 

main arterial in the neighborhood?   Regular schedule of volunteers to operate the mobile speed trailer? 
• We need the city to act on ways to slow the traffic and more ways of making people accountable for violating the 

speeding laws. I would love to see a stop light on NE 70th and 122nd for starters. 
• need more police presence on busy streets 
• request speeding emphasis patrons  
• I have no idea.. With all due respect, aren't you supposed to be the experts in this field :-) 
• Cars racing late at night, and driving fast around neighborhoods are an issue.  Community members could partner 

with police by notifying them of areas where this occurs most often.  Perhaps a website with a map where people 
could easily report where these types of issues happen would be useful. 

• Awareness! Much of the speeding/poor behavior is actually from locals, not just pass-through commuters 
• Being patient 
• Obey posted speed limits and follow basic traffic law 

Theft / Larceny 

• Report suspicious persons 
• Clear way to use personal camera footage to find people 
• police and neighborhood share what's going on on Nextdoor 
• Create and maintain a two-way discussion on the KPD website, where residents can report suspicious activity, or ask 

questions of KPD, and KPD can report on crime trends and things to watch for. 
• Minor stuff around here.  Not all that bad. 
• Report suspicious activity 
• Bring community into a partnership with law enforcement, with potluck picnic in the park, bike safety check, meet 

and greet with our heros you all. 
• Crime prevention training and reminders. Facilitate installation of locked mailboxes (many folks have no idea how to 

get it done). More neighborhood traffic control outreach. 
• Coninue to engage with neighborhood associations. Put more emphasis educating citizens in protecting propery 
• more reporting 
• Report suspected activity to police 
• Sharing photos / videos  
• Talk to each other 
• Prevention education 
• Report suspicious activity to the police 
• Enforce existing laws 
• If you see something, say something 
• Package that is a big problem where I live and if the police were very present in the neighborhoods driving around I 

think that would dissuade people from trying to steal off of other people’s porches.  Some sort of partnership where 
neighbors watch out for each other would be helpful. 

• Neighbors need to get out and meet their neighbors. Watch eachothers homes. Get to know their neighbors 
schedules. Police should be a presence in neighborhoods before an inicident call. There are several courts and cul de 
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sacs in Finn HIll watch for people going door to door and especially leaving with packages. Doing so as not to profile or 
be biased.  

• more people can get security cameras that record any theft from their yards, front doors, etc... 
• Same as above plus lock doors & windows 
• Police presence  
• Lock doors and windows 
• Secure your valuables around your home and in your car.  
• proactive reporting and timely response from police 
• Neighborhood watch groups? 
• Get to know bartenders/owners ( I am guessing you already do) Organizing a community wide mailbox upgrade 

discount. So a citywide discount on secure mailboxes offered by manufacturers for large number of purchases 
• Bulk purchase of locking mail boxes to offer to citizens at a reduced rate- Seatac is doing this 
• neighborhood watch programs 
• Alert neighbors  
• Quick and easy reporting process and feed back. 
• Non-emergency phone or website to report suspicious activity. 
• Neighborhood watches 
• Not sure.  
• June 22 , June 15 meetings 
• s it on the "community " to better partner with law enforcement or is it on law enforcement to better partner with 

communities ? 
• Report 
• Do not leave vehicles open. Have store security 
• report suspicious behavior? 
• Share videos with police 
• Set up neighborhood watch programs. 
• Fast reporting/response of suspicious persons via app or 911 
• Communication via technology- emails etc. This may exist. I am new to the area. 
• More frequent patrols day and night on neighborhood streets. Increased visibility of police. Moss bay includes 

fountain bars. A presence to discourage alcoho field fights, drunk driving and noise would be helpful. 
• Beat cops, bike cops, equestrian , al these would make it easier for the communities to interface with the police. 
• Report any suspicious activities and keep a wary eye out in your neighborhoods  
• Keep eyes out for and report porch pirates & car break-ins 
• Train some citizens to deal directly with low risk crimes. Increase engagement and awareness levels (attendance 

today is only 16) 
• Actually convict offenders-there is no deterent 
• Work with law enforcement on a low effort, streamilned way to report suspected activity 
• More police presence 
• It would be helpful to start with knowing extent of crime / more trasparency re statistics and incidents. Until we were 

burglary crime victims last month , I was unaware of what I now perceive to be a serious problem 
• neighborhood watch 
• Neighborhood Crime Watch 
• Stop porch pirates - educate public on cameras available, signs that indicate cameras, etc, more patrolling of problem 

areas. 
• Secure items  
• Neighborhood Watch 
• Package theft from porches is a problem, but I'm not sure what would help.  More people have cameras, but does 

that actual help? 
• reporting 
• It seems like SRH/BT is underserved , all the city's resources are being deviated to the annexation areas. 
• Business and community members should feel comfortable calling the police about people who may be stealing 

things (to prevent it before they actually do take something) and to let thieves know that people will report them. 
• install and review provided legal cameras 
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• since new Totem Mall the crime gets closer to my address 
• responsible neighbors 

Disturbing the Peace 

• Anonymous website reporting 
• Stop loud activities at a reasonable time - control excessive dog barking 
• Report noise violations. However, the police dos not seem to take those seriously, in my experience 
• Not fit illegal exhaust systems to motor vehicles 
• Call and report suspicious  
• Utilize an email list and begin communication to identify the problems. 
• Please proactively address homelessness. Kirkland is currently a safe neighborhood, but can be susceptible to 

increased levels of crime if homelessness prevention is not on its rada 
• Loud Neighbors 
• Better information sharing 
• Fireworks!  Call the police? They're supposed to be illegal, yet year after year we live in a war zone during the 4th and 

New Years.  I don't get it. 
• Beaware that sound travels, especially late at night. 
• Ease of reporting 
• Don't want theft/breakins to speeding. 
• Using an app to notify police  
• Neighbors and I have called on year round bomb/firework explosions. We need to address the politics of firework 

sales (ban them completely, even over the border in Bothell where they're allowed) and meet the expectations of 
Kirkland residents-When we report explosions/fireworks, we want a visible response. See the cars/see the police 
lights at the scene, see an example of people getting fined/arrested so it discourages the behavior. Same with loud 
parties, burning trash/debris in the backyard during burn bans-We make the calls, but little is ever actually done.  We 
still have teenagers throwing fireworks out of the car on 84th. This started a fire at Thoreau years back. Clearly, there 
was no consequence to this type of thing, because it continues to happen. I don't bother calling this in anymore 
because it took almost 15 minutes just to get someone here to put out the fire.     

• Police need to actually ticket people for noise complaint.  All they do is warn repeatedly and a warning doesn’t do 
anything! 

• Noise ordinances could be enforced. It needs to be less cumbersome to report barking dogs.  
• Some of my neighbors are part of the problem.  
• Report loud parties late at night / fireworks  
• Have an officer come to the neighborhood meetings just to hear concerns before and after meetings 
• Enforce the community rules through effective management, and communicate city noise laws clearly to all residents.  
• Police patrol problem areas 
• Let police know when there’s rowdy activity going on 
• Make more neighborhood known officers available 
• Report disturbances that are repetitive 
• reporting behavior that appears suspect 
• reporting by neighbors, responsive police 
• More police on the street 
• Enforce construction, lawn service, cleaning service noise. enforce loud vehicle and music noise.  CHANGE LAWS 

ABOUT NOISE POLLUTION  - construction and cleaning M-F 8 til.5 pm.  CBD IS A RESIDRMTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD that 
City has turnrd into a big construction nightmare by allowing buildings over height restrictions.  End gas powered leaf 
blowers - noise pollution and gas into environment 

• we need to know the laws about muffler noise 
• get rid of gas powered leaf blowers. extreme decibles  (all operators wear noise cancelling headphones) gas is 

pollution to for environment.  Change construction and cleaning services noise tolerance from 8 am til 5 pm M-F.  
dont forget downtown Kirkland is RESIDENTIAL neighborhood.  Im tired of eating dinner with noise and hearing 
cleaning crews at all hours of the night.  That goes for the 6 am garbage trucks.  There are way more residences than 
businesses downtown and the city seems to forget that. City needs go recognize downtown as a residential 
neighboorhood and update the noise laws accordingly.  I feel the mayor and council are in the back pocket of the 
cevelopers to the detriment of residents. police need to realize that when it comes to noise its not okay just cuz its 
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downtown And surrounding neighborhood should not be able go direct all noisy businesses downtown as we have 
more residents than any other neighborhood.  After putting up with Urban for 4 years enough is enough. Time to take 
residents concerns over developers.  Spend 2 weeks living next to Urban with the closed down streets and constant 
noise til 8 p. Then maybe you would have some empathy for us.  Police need go talk to busineses that are violating 
noise laws after residents call to complain.  city needs to update laws and let residents and contractors know zero 
tolerance for noise violations. one wzr ing then hefty fines.  

• Call when someone is disturbing the peace, or when someone is visually agitated, give police the power to ACT 
• Have regular patrols that issue noise violations on sunny days when they are likely to happen 
• Specific sane hours for dumpster collection, monitor downtown bars at closing time on weekends 
• ore presence of police cars patrolling various areas of the neighborhod. 
• Make sure neighbors, visitors are correctly using public spaces and that builders are keeping their parcels free from 

debris and their workers are respecting the neighborhood and parking rules.  As well as not working past the legal 
time of 8pm.  I think all residential  work sites, like the commercial ones,  should have the lawd, rules posted.  

• Having a presence in areas that are most affected to immediately address issues  
• Neighborhood crime watch .Educate the public on how things can help. 
• access to reporting fireworks violations easier 
• Figure out ways to add more patrolling and engage with home owners by stopping at homes and introducing 

themselves. Additionally help with getting communities organized with email distribution lists of neighbors along with 
phone numbers and names as people may be willing to share to the kirkland PD. 

Drugs / Alcohol Violations 

• Don't let people under 21 have drinking parties 
• Facilitate treatment access 
• Community can hear from police what they can do to help specifically for each crime (eg. what to look for, what to 

report, trends that are happening. 
• Get more neighborhoods involved , police could be more involved with planning festivals where alocohol is served. 

Something has to be done about public Marijuana use and designate public smoking shacks for cigarettes. 
• I have lived in my place over 5 years, we need to branch out and exchange names and contact info and unite as a 

community to better parter with law enforcement 
• Increased patrols in outlying neighborhoods 
• Don't want theft/breakins to speeding 
• reporting 
• Provide suggests for combatting “drug houses”, Help to organize neighborhood watch groups 
• More police presence at parks is needed 
• Enforce existing laws 
• Stricter law enforement 
• notify police everytime we see people who are loitering and seem high or under the influence. 
• Open cannabis use in O.O. Denny Park 
• Notify police 
• Zero tolerance with one strike and significant penalties enforced, proactive task force to identify drug houses and 

trafficing 
• Report drug activities 
• Report suspicious people in neighu 
• Educate the public about drug,alcohol,tobacco,marijuana rules,provide tipline so people could call in dealers. 
• If you see something, say something, and get to know your community.  
• Report crimes 
• reporting by neighbors, responsive police 
• Better referrals  
• Citizens should become more comfortable calling 911. 
• Patrol!  I rarely see patrols around downtown although drug issues are obvious  
• Call when violations are seen...give police the power to DO something about this when it's seen 
• Smoking marijuana in a vehicle happens far too often in downtown Kirkland and along the beachfront parks 
• Same, report what you see that is not right. 
• Drug dealers are moving in. The overbuilding of apartments are killing our community! 
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• Report suspicious activity 
• More aggressive consequences for repeat violations  
• More policing known drug selling sites 
• Let people know the consequences of violations before they are sent to jail. 
• reporting 
• Schools in the area could partner with police on the issue of drugs in schools (both use and sale of drugs).  Elementary 

schools could get more involved so that when their students progress to middle school they are more prepared for an 
environment where drugs are more prevalent.  

• A way to quickly let police know there’s an issue in a particular area so that an officer can do drive bys  
• Same  

Other 

• Community members can educate ourselves on our town, observe and report issues, and love our neighbors.  
• Training of law-enforcement personnel and community members about mental illness and de-escalation strategies. 

Law enforcement personnel could also meet with students of color at Northwest University. 
• Follow posted speed limits 
• Monitor actual speeds by schools, because there is road rage at people who follow the limit 
• Kick them out and make it hades for them to come back 
• Provide neigbors with a way to report vacant houses, require homeowners to secure the vacant property, and police 

patrol vacant property more frequently.   
• Police presence 
• Report to police 
• volunteers with radar guns 
• Again, some of my neighbors are the problem. 
• training for officers. Education of public about what to do if they see someone in distress. 
• Increase patrols in areas reporting thefts- these are daytime crimes generally committed when people are at work  
• Everyone should have a locking mailbox 
• education, signage, improved street markings 
• Drive slower and stop at crosswalks / intersections reliably 
• No idea but it’s s huge problem in our neighborhood.  Maybe the automated cameras that give tickets to speeders 

through mail.   
• Enforcement of rules not just for motor vehicles, but cyclists and pedestrians - foot and cycling traffic need to follow 

rules too. I know it is small/minor in the bit scheme of things but failure to yield, speeding (cyclists), running red lights 
is equally dangerous 

• Reach out directly to parents, the PTSA, administrators to discuss ways to keep our schools safer. Be physically 
present on campus every day  

• anti panhandling, no camping in public areas. 
• Dare to call out asshole drivers 
• Communicating to police & city about the need.  This is a walking neighborhood and as such our side walks and 

crosswalks need to be safe. 
• Share videos with police and inform police about the break-in or theft 
• Fast reporting/response of suspicious persons via app or 911 
• Educate community on what is being done (or not) 
• Additional police patrol officers, especially at night would be helpful. 
• Use crosswalks and flags 
• Actually remove homeless from streets, parks, freeways, there is no deterent 
• regular patrols of some of Kirkland's larger parks: Peter Kirk, Crestwoods, etc. Take reports of homeless activity 

seriously. 
• They are trashing our beautiful community...smoking in front of the library, sleeping in our city park, begging, going 

through dumpsters. Get a job! 
• Be educated and take actions about the traffic hazards and liabilities due to their ignorance or inaction.   
• Send the police photos from ring 
• Enforce codes currently on the books. 
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• Police track neighborhood share sites like Buy Nothing to know who is going where. Police track calls made on specific 
individuals by individuals and recognize when fake calls are being made and NOT harass the victim, but speak to the 
perpetrator about this. 

• allow spot-checked community review of random body camera video; transparent reporting of all body camera 
outages 

Fraud & Identity Theft 

• We need to come up with a better plan to get neighbors more involved and active in our neighborhoods. People need 
to be more proactive when they see something that looks suspicious. 

• Locking mailboxes; strong passwords; education to recognize phishing and other online fraud attacks 
• Partner with local businesses to actively monitor and patrol businesses to ensure everyone's safety. 
• Improve passwords and wifi security classes 
• We have a lot of mail theft here....not sure what the solution is. 
• Police presence.  Mailbox break-ins  
• ? 
• shoot criminals 
• Get to know bartenders/owners ( I am guessing you already do) Organizing a community wide mailbox upgrade 

discount. So a citywide discount on secure mailboxes offered by manufacturers for large number of purchases 
• Protect mail 
• Report all mail theft / keep a close eye on suspicious vehicles and individuals in neighborhood 
• June 22 , June 15 meetings 
• Is it on the "community " to better partner with law enforcement or is it on law enforcement to better partner with 

communities ? 
• Make sure people are encouraged to contact police with concerns. I think people tend to talk themselves out of 

getting involved. 
• Educate on simple, actionable prevention strategies 
• educate about mail theft, online security education 
• Locking mailboxes 
• ? 
• Locking mail boxes and reporting suspicious people 
• Actually convict offenders-there is no deterent 
• locking mailboxes/report those committing fraud to police 
• mailbox security, programs 
• Work with law enforcement on a low effort, streamilned way to report suspected activity 
• Report the crime and suspicious activities 
• ?? Not sure. Stop mailbox vandalism and mail theft 
• Police could encourage the adoption of locking mailboxes by connecting groups of neighbors with others who have 

already made the transition. 
• Locking mailboxes 
• Neighborhood crime watch .Educate the public on how things can help. 
• Not sure.  We've had a number of mailbox break ins but other than advice about the most tamper proof types of 

locking mailboxes, I'm not sure. 
• Assist in changing out mailboxes to ones that can't be broken into, assist when issues 
• May be- periodic sit down meetings with resource officer, chief and patrol (or other admin)- just for our hood. 

Robbery 

• Clear way to use camera footage to find people 
• Police support of personal/business protection.  
• Communicate 
• Be prepared to defend ourselves.  
• visibility and prosecution 
• More patrolling  
• If you see something, say something 
• Watchfulness  
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• Encourage people to use "Next Door" website to make people aware 
• training about letting people who knock on your door know that you are home. Frequent patrols through cul de sacs  
• Alert neighbors  
• Not sure 
• better lights for homes and streets. report incidents and make it easy to see/find 
• Greater random visibility of police presence  
• Walk with others or a dog; carry a whistle; maintain awareness of bushes near sidewalks as well as parked cars;  
• Same  
• Good Neighborhood watch 
• Unknown but home invasion scares our house hold.  
• Block watches, keeping doors and windows locked. 
• Have more cameras. 
• Adding cameras  
• increase police surveillance 
• stop unwanted solicitors of magazines etc 
• have situational awareness, defend your loved ones 
• Figure out ways to add more patrolling and engage with home owners by stopping at homes and introducing 

themselves. Additionally help with getting communities organized with email distribution lists of neighbors along with 
phone numbers and names as people may be willing to share to the kirkland PD. 

• Don't know 
Weapons 

• Enforcing laws on gun control 
• not sure. 
• Community can hear from police what they can do to help specifically for each crime (eg. what to look for, what to 

report, trends that are happening 
• Work together to pass common sense gun laws 
• No idea 
• Ban assault rifles 
• Pass gun laws.  
• Report to police 
• make getting them harder and ensure schools and public areas are safe from them 
• s it on the "community " to better partner with law enforcement or is it on law enforcement to better partner with 

communities ? 
• Public education about weapons, turn in guns, campaign for weapons awareness 
• Enforce safety and education.  
• This is a tough one... but getting them out of the hands of criminals is a good start, though a tough one 
• strictly enforce Initiative that bans guns to all domestic abusers, etc.   TALK to peoole, esp homeless people and 

people of color before assuming they are up to no good.  Alittle conversation can go along way to understanding 
rather than wasting resources on arrests 

• Report DV crimes so police confiscate guns from DV offenders 
• Prevent small crimes that lead to more serious infractions  
• City policies limiting use of weapons  
• More police officers informally walking around the neighborhood and engaging with people, especially around Peter 

Kirk school. 
• Increase patrols in the neighborhood. So much package/mail theft. Seems like more visible officers would discourage? 
• Report suspicious activity 
• fewer guns/more safety training 

DUI 

• Get more neighborhoods involved , police could be more involved with planning festivals where alocohol is served. 
Something has to be done about public Marijuana use and designate public smoking shacks for cigarettes. 

• Put their phones down whilst driving 
• By being visible. 
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• Don’t drink and drive? Not sure how to help this one... 
• Reporting suspicious drivers 
• Education 
• Get to know bartenders/owners ( I am guessing you already do) Organizing a community wide mailbox upgrade 

discount. So a citywide discount on secure mailboxes offered by manufacturers for large number of purchases. 
• Quick and easy reporting process and feed back. 
• Police patrol problem areas 
• Educate local food establishments not to serve too much alcohol 
• Educate the public about drug,alcohol,tobacco,marijuana rules,provide tipline so people could call in dealers. 
• Offer free volunteer rides during holidays 
• Quicker way to report directly to KPD instead of going through NorCom 
• Sit down near some of the busier crosswalks in town 
• I have no idea.. With all due respect, aren't you supposed to be the experts in this field :-) 
• Report if observed 

Vandalism 

• Community engagement is best way to keep vandals from doing their thing and help report suspicious activities 
• Regular community meeting involvement, in general and to address specific topics ie. education on preventing break 

ins or a particular traffic or parking issue in neighborhood 
• Have an officer come to the neighborhood meetings just to hear concerns before and after meetings 
• Alert neighbors  
• tagging is not okay...not sure what we can do to help you 
• Block watch and officer known to the community 
• Expect police to investigate and follow through  
• s it on the "community " to better partner with law enforcement or is it on law enforcement to better partner with 

communities ? 
• Easy reporting process and communcation about follow up from the Police.  No black hole after reporting. 
• Make more neighborhood known officers available 
• to be seen in the neighborhood more 
• Be visible - in areas where . crime is . 2. Start ticketing on  State ST and Lake WA blvd. 3.Mobilize a Moss bay interest 

group ( volunteers) to identify the partnership and role in scope. 4. Identify the vision, create strategy. 
• Communication via technology- emails etc. This may exist. I am new to the area. 
• Determine how residential security cameras can be better utilized to identify these perpetrators 
• May be- periodic sit down meetings with resource officer, chief and patrol (or other admin)- just for our hood. 

Animal Services 

• Report dogs running unleashed on the streets and in the parks However, the police dos not seem to take those 
seriously, in my experience 

• Let us shoot the damn Racoons 
• Mailers for responsible pet ownership 
• Easier way to report off leash dogs 
• Educate and enforce leash laws and licensing 
• No idea, more slow driving through neigborhoods, windows rolled down, invite conversation 
• leash laws need to be enforced 
• Contact animal control for loose animals 
• Curb dogs, clean up poop, keep on their leash, please no trespooping! 
• follow through with education on how to disperse chicken feed without attracting rodents 
• Have Animal Control enforce the leash laws. Way too many dogs being off-leash and LW field being used as an off-

leash dog park. 
• report all off-leash violations to animal control officer 
• Don't leave your pets unleashed, or outside alone idk 

Sex Crimes 

• Talk to each other 
• Report to police any suspicious activity 
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• Make community aware of predators who live in our area. Teach children  
• notification of sex offenders moving into neighborhood 
• Awareness and support groups.  
• Block watch and officer known to the community 
• Notifying the public 
• Carry an approved safety device or interlace keys between fingers; take self-defense course(s); maintain awareness of 

surroundings 
• Educate the public about drug,alcohol,tobacco,marijuana rules,provide tipline so people could call in dealers. 
• Education on warning signs for sexual slavery / exploitation, at community events, schools 
• ensure awareness of sex offenders in community 
• neighborhood watch 
• Neighborhood watch /cert collaboration  
• Attend awareness education 

Assault 

• number we can text if we see something. 
• More police out of their cars that you can talk to. Better use of ring and camera technology. 
• More information exchange. Website and weekly paper and monthly meetings are a good start. 
• Communicate 
• Education? 
• Education on preventative measures to protect against assault 
• Be aware of what's going on in the neighborhood and report suspicious behavior  
• More frequent patrols day and night on neighborhood streets. Increased visibility of police. Moss bay includes 

fountain bars. A presence to discourage alcoho field fights, drunk driving and noise would be helpful. 
• Police being more of a presence when crime is down at community events like garage sales, open houses, etc.  
• perhaps more police presence in new Totem Mall 
• Tougher law enforcement & penalties 

Collisions 

• My concern regarding collision/traffic is not related to the quantity of traffic rather driver's disregard for the safety of 
pedestrians and cyclists. I am uncertain how the community can better partner as its the community that drives 
unsafely. 

• Have less disabled/ long term parked vehicles on both sides of the street. Especially on hills in residential areas where 
there is an elementary school and kids frequently present. 

• educate about mail theft, online security education 
• Obeying traffic laws, especially speed limits, and all motor vehicle laws pertaining to the pedestrian right-of-way. 

Create dialogue that considers the needs of all road users: children, elderly, disabled, new drivers. 
• stop signs 
• Drive better 
• quick clearing 
• Enforce traffic laws, make more 4 way stops and speed bumps so no commuter cut thru traffic 
• I have no idea.. With all due respect, aren't you supposed to be the experts in this field :-) 
• Drive more responsibly, communicating with police 

Motor Vehicle Theft 

• Activities to speak with police - like the more coffee with police. 
• Improved police policy that gives officers more flexibility in pursuing stolen vehicles. Criminals know that they will 

likely not be pursued and are much more brazen. 
• Be aware of unusual and suspicious activity and report to police. 
• no idea 
• Neighborhood watch 
• Alert neighbors  
• Community police volunteering to walk through/ ride bicycles through hot spot areas 
• Establish a small police station in each Kirkland neighborhood. 
• block watch and awareness of the neighborhood 
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None of the above 

• Be friendly, care about community. Dont assume the worst of people. I'm not rich, my car is not perfect, please don't 
make assumptions.  I care about my home and neighbors and happiness in life 

• It's not there job it's the police departments job and from what I see the finn hill Nabor good  watch is bs  they target 
and gangstock   

• I do not have concerns about crime as it seems low , but what I hope it would be used for is to help with domestic and 
dui related or minor property crimes in a more socially helpful and de criminalized way (social work). 

• I don't want my community members to partner with police. 
Homicide 

• Knowing who lives in our neighborhoods 
• Police support of personal protection 
• Make Police aware of potential trouble spots i.e. domestic problems Have        
• Work with the community to change the legal framework around criminals getting out of jail so easily. For example, 

the women who almost died in the home near Columbia athletic club, could have been prevented us our state done a 
better job keeping criminals behind bars.  a 

• block watch 
Arson 

• thorough investigations and prosecution  
• Be watchful for suspicious people in neighborhood & report 

 

Question: How would the police department know that it is meeting your expectations for 
community policing? 

• Fewer incoming calls 
• Crime stats go down 
• At this point it wouldn’t. Unless police officers are out walking the neighborhoods regularly- we only see them if there 

is an incident 
• The police department will not meet my expectations. They have no role in a healthy society. 
• Send another survey like this?  
• More police usage of twitter/social media notifying the public of major crimes, requests to identify suspects, and 

event announcements. The animal notices are appreciated and encouraged but we would also like to know what 
crimes are occurring so we can increase our vigilance and awareness. We would also like to see officers profiled on 
social media for heroic actions, positive interactions, and cracking major cases. This would show how professional our 
officers are which increases confidence and trust. 

• We should give you feedback. I like that you are asking, and I trust that our neighbors will give you quality ideas and 
that they/we will stay involved! 

• Have more surveys like this 
• Another survey 
• They would not. There should be an app/ forum or other tool that community members can communicate to police of 

issues occurring in neighborhoods, without having to file a report or call in - which should be reserved for more 
urgent issues.  

• quasirandom review of bodycam data suggest officers are well trained, curteous, and professional in interactions    
officers feel comfortable reporting or intervening in situation where another officer violates law or departmental 
policy (and are held accountable by watch commanders if they fail to do so)    Officers report feeling welcome in the 
community  Officers score well on periodic tests of psychological and physical fitness as well as assessments of 
policies, laws, and the protection of civil rights 

• statistics I suppose, fewer complaint 
• Crime reduction 
• Decrease in burglaries and crime in general.  
• Decrease in crime. 
• Monthly local meetings open to the public.  
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• It reminds me of our Postal Delivery person - Randy.  We know the officer by name and every once in awhile wave at 
them as they drive through the neighborhood.   

• They would be hauling parents to jail for letting their kids have drinking parties 
• Speed data, Car prowls, burglaries. 
• Once we have more patrol officers on our streets hopefully crime and speeding vehicles through neighborhoods will 

be greatly reduced. 
• If more people are going to court for DUI citations and are caught and cited for cell phone use while driving. 
• Statements of support from people of color or groups representing them.  Avoidance of the use of deadly violence by 

law enforcement personnel. 
• Zero crime 
• When the number of those crimes decreases 
• In order to know its succeeding in meeting community expectations, the community police department must 

determine jointly those expectations and develop  metrics. 
• Outreach to the community -    . Face to face community interactions    .Direct community feed back    

.Communications outside of incidents 
• Obviously, KPD would need to work with the community to set expectations and agree on priorities, and then 

periodically survey the community. 
• Online survey 
• Feed back opportunities , coming to meetings. 
• Regular poll/survey of community metrics. 
• By attending. 
• The survey results improve in 2020 
• Have a concrete plan to address homelessness before it becomes an issue and share it with the community. 
• Favorable trends on crime statistics. Quick response when needed. 
• When there is a decrease in the number of crimes being reported. 
• Could continue to periodically survey neighborhood ( like this survey). 
• Ask residents for feedback. 
• complaints, satisfaction 
• No real complaints really.  So they are already. 
• They wouldn't.  But, I tell friends how much I appreciate the Kirkland police.  They've always come through for us, no 

matter how small an event.   
• Take month to month polls on suspicious activity sitings 
• communication, set up block watch leaders (one per divided community area) Hold a monthly meeting at precinct 

with all leaders, and communicated and gather helpful information 
• Perhaps you'd know it by the number of arrests and/or reports of crime? This seems like a no-brainer. 
• Survey ballots with return postage (think report cards) sent to residents. 
• Less calls and complaints online regarding the issues. 
• less traffic count through the neighborhood  understand who is damaging autos  more patrols hopeful less theft and 

break-in 
• Positive change in crime stats.  Increase in the number of people implementing prevention such as through surveys. 
• Follow up survey? 
• Ask and keep measurements 
• When comments on social media are more positive than negative in general. 
• Crime numbers decrease. 
• Number of traffic speeding would go down. 
• Frequent feedback at community meetings and through the neighborhood liaison person.  
• they don't 
• come to neighborhood meetings 
• They dont 
• reports of convictions and prosecutions 
• % of cases closed, meaning an arrest was made or property was recovered. Not closed w/ no action - doesn't count. 
• They dont 
• meetings on a regular basis? 
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• Take a survey 
• Survey us. Follow up  
• By showing up when called 
• Community/neighborhood meetings, interactions? 
• No idea 
• Drop in crime rate; survey community to determine awareness of new community policing projects and resources. 
• Crime goes down 
• Online survey  
• Survey, ask, low crime statistics  
• Not sure.. 
• Ask us. 
• I have no clue, but any time I've reported crimes to them they don't seem to care. 
• Bi-annual online survey.   
• Neighborhood meetings quarterly.  Reading the neighborhood Facebook Finn Hill page.  Their presence at 4 way 

stops..not just during the day. 
• Fewer calls for emergency response  
• Be in the area more often. Talk to residents. Have some sort of engagement on neighborhood forums, like Finn Hill 

neighbors or Nextdoor.   
• Reduced drug use, related homelessness and theft 
• Show up on my street now and then.  I have never seen a Kirkland cop on my street... 
• If I don’t complain? 
• Talk to us. The couple of officers I’ve spoken to were very nice and open with me. Informal interaction while on the 

job.  Usually, up here, I see the police drive by rarely but there’s no talking.  
• Having regular patrols.  We have not had any police presence on a regular basis for years. 
• I really loved few opportunities when police officers came to the neighborhood block parties and had conversations 

with the people living here directly 
• If I Colin a nice complaint and the police officer called me back and says they’ve actually taken of the person instead 

of just warning them. So tired of them just giving warnings which yield no results.  
• The police is there equally for people of color and the white community.  
• fewer emails/phone calls of complaints 
• Send out surveys on a regular basis 
• I don’t know, because many of us have given up in the Kirkland Police being responsive to our needs. I can’t speak for 

everyone else, though I won’t call the police unless there’s a break in or car accident. I’ll fill out these surveys this last 
time, though doubt we’ll see any change. 

• Surveys like this, attendance at neighborhood association meetings, a website landing page where feedback can be 
offered, a community policing Facebook page allowing comments 

• Less crime, less traffic speeding issues 
• I try (and many do) post on our neighborhood FB pages with positive comments.  
• By never calling you. 
• The department would need to invest in a proactive public outreach program to frequently solicit specific feedback 

from community members about specific needs and conditions.  
• Less phone calls to non-emergency number 
• Community meetings   
• Occasional online surveys would work. 
• Weekly ( electronic) communication from police department providing alerts/and or notifications for community 

regarding  notable police presence/interventions. (When possible)  
• Lack of complaints from me and comments to community police officer at neighborhood meetings. 
• Enforce the laws against loitering and vagrancy. 
• Timely and empathetic response to a call or report of a crime.  
• They probably wouldn't. This survey is so far the only option for feedback I've engaged with. 
• i don't call and complain 
• Crime rates 
• I don't know how, except to call the PD and thank them.  
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• By number of criminals shot and wounded 
• fewer reports of crime 
• If you were incident calls and complaints. 
• Less  crime  
• Less warrants and arrests for minor incidents. 
• I would like the police to get involved when noise levels are exceeded, instead of complaints to the city. 
• More public exposure ? 
• Feed back at the neighborhood meetings. 
• Not sure. 
• Catch criminals. Shoot them if you have to. Build reputation that Kirkland is a bad place if you are a criminal. 
• Fewer complaints about police. 
• more visibility and leadership in preventive measures to monitor, control traffic speed, right-of-way violations, 

support for bike lanes, pedestrian crossings 
• Regular surveys 
• Reduced ped/cyclist collisions and injuries (Vision Zero!)  Reduced speed / fewer speeding tickets on neighborhood 

streets  Fewer people running stop signs  Fewer people distracted driving & DUIs 
• Communication through email updates 
• Decrease in number of reports or complaints. 
• Answering machines that work! This way the police can hear our THANKS ! 
• Fewer complaints. 
• Feed back and communications about what is being reported. 
• I am not complaining 
• People stop running red lights 
• Conduct a short, online survey.  
• Survey 
• Not sure 
• Interestingly, they wouldn't have any idea because there doesn't appear to be a channel for feedback that I have 

found other than this one. Quite frankly, they are not meeting my expectations in the least.  
• If we had an officer assigned to each neighborhood and specific members of the community as partners for feedback 

and information exchange. 
• I’m not sure 
• Visible reporting of education and community outreached performed; tracking and public reporting of enforcements 

performed AND significant sentencing that discourages crime from occurring in Kirkland. 
• Sales of drugs in a house down the street has been reported to police several times but no action was taken. I have 

not witnessed drug violations, but I had a very aggressive attempted break in when I was home and called 911. The 
police came and were savvy in checking out the neighborhood. I have since had a video surveillance system installed 
and feel safer. 

• For me, success as a citizen is zero interaction with police whether as a person of interest, a suspect, victim, or 
witness. Ironically, if I perceive the police have a connection to my neighborhood, I can "see" them in the literal sense, 
but they are invisible yet accessible at the same time. 

• They need to have independent body that will track KRs and do victimization surveys. 
• Community meetings where we can thank them for what they do. 
• More patrolling  
• ? 
• Actually respond to complaints in a timely manner, respond to materials submitted online, and when at the scene act 

like they actually care. 
• Advertise crime rate trends that are both good and bad in Kirkland and trend them. Then do surveys showing the info 

and trending and get opinions.  
• The department does a lot of community outreach. I expect they know a great deal right now. Surveys online are a 

good outreach tool. 
• low stats for these occurrences 
• Surveys - include as part of utility billing? Public meetings don’t garner enough participation to get an accurate idea if 

goals being met.  
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• Reaching out to the community in ways such as this is wonderful. This surgery was hidden in an email from the city 
and I just stumbled across it. I would encourage more communication via social media / for example when hugs 
things are happening in our city, I rarely see the police department update their twitter page or FB page - sometimes I 
find stuff on the city of Kirkland’s website, but that’s not the best way to reach a large audience. Keep us updated on 
big things happening in our community! And thank you for all you do!! 

• Surveys 
• Community policing is successful if the vast majority of community members themselves or have a friend/family that 

knows a beat cop by name and see him or her often 
• Lower speed on arterials and back streets, resulting in fewer accidents. Burglary and car theft prowl prevention 

measures result in fewer crimes , more crimes being solved. 
• If the police are visible and engaged with the community and crime is at a minimum. 
• There would be fewer calls to the police 
• data driven results.  less crime, vagrancy, panhandling etc.... 
• no more Menchies incidents; more female and minority presence on force; more school safety/gun awareness 

programs w/ officers in the schools 
• Crime is down.  "Bad" encounters and misunderstandings between police and community members are rare or non-

existent. Support of police by the community is up based on surveys or other public input.  
• Generally pretty OK, but more emphasis should be put on vehicles that have no or broken lights, not using turn 

signals, too darkly tinted windows, etc.   Those are defensive and proactive measures, part public outreach, part 
education, part addressing laziness, that easily can make a huge difference in helping avoid more serious issues.  

• It would have strong, enforced policies regarding against the use of force against civilians. 
• Statistics.  
• Survey? 
• You bring humanity and humility in your interactions with the community. Thank you for creating a good culture in 

your police force. My family and I have had positive interactions with you, including when called for a neighbor safety 
check. 

• Conversations and feed back 
• Online surveys at beginning of focus ,driving focus and at designated check points. 
• Metrics should be used to inform decisions. Call volume, tickets/incidents, resolutions/convictions. 
• greater presence, especially on busy roads like Lake Washington Blvd 
• Reduced rate of burglaries/break-ins, no weird people on streets under drug influence. 
• Enforce the rules and laws that exist to keep the community and traffic civil and safe. Communicate with 

transportation department so they know the challenges residents have with various intersections/residential area 
parking and driving so they may adjust guidelines accordingly. 

• Surveys, referendums, fewer interactions with the public 
• Less incidents 
• Stats on crime, good communication and interaction with residents. Perhaps a push notification system for incidents 

of crimes or service reports. 
• Keeping us informed on priorities and progress. Measure goals 
• that there are very few reported incidents 
• less incidents of robbery (home break ins, theft, etc).  Traffic would be more civilized to drive in, less incidents of road 

rage, speeding, bumper to bumper traffic on main roads (ie. Market street) 
• Decline in incidents  
• follow up on reported incidents. 
• Easier feedback modes 
• Reports from the city areas they are focused on statistics. 
• By communicating with residents. 
• Survey citizens. 
• Another survey on six months 
• I don't know 
• I would see them driving around more often 
• Generally believe all is good. 
• polls on next door 
• No burglaries , my  kids know or have at least met a police officer. 
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• The Neighborhood Resource Officer could come to a neighborhood meeting to chat with residents (I believe this 
already happens regularly). 

• If I see police walking a beat rather than driving in cars.  i see police talking to people - what are your concerns - and 
acting on those concerns.  for instance businesses downtown upset by drunks breaking windows.  police arent 
downtown by bars they are waiting by 405 to hand out duis.  this is not helping the people who.pay taxes.  walk a 
beat!!!    

• Just talk to people using the parks. I am uncomfortable walking my dog after dark in the main park. Reduce the 
loitering!  

• Not sure 
• A monthly report on number and nature of crime and what action has the police taken. 
• We could be sent quarterly surveys asking how they did, or how we think they did. 
• When we don't have cars with illegally modified mufflers driving down Central in downtown Kirkland. 
• Seeing more officers downtown; reduction in off leash dogs; fewer much too noisy cars 
• if i see a beat cop 24 x 7 in downtown Kirkland.  we pay the most taxes and have highest density of residents and 

businesses and are deserving of these resources 
• Reduction in crime stats 
• Continued low crime rates, preventing crimes before they happen. 
• Some change in the amount of crime. 
• I see police mingling at outdoor spaces and may be bicycling on busy streets /corners/parks like downtown Seattle. 
• Online Kirkland City - 1. Publication (quarterly) of stats. 2. Publication of success stories ( could be anonymous). 
• Feed back from the community. 
• Officers are visible in the community, crime rates stop 
• More meetings on how we can secure our homes and cars. 
• Go to social media (nextdoor/Be Neighborly Kirkland) and ask.  It will be easy to see what people are upset about and 

what areas people are happy about.   
• Drug-addicted homeless will not be on the street because they know Kirkland will not tolerate sleeping on public 

sidewalks or being passed out with drugs anywhere. 
• I want to see them patrolling my neighborhood, especially 3rd Ave S and nearby streets constantly hit by larceny and 

vehicle break-ins 
• Each person living and or working in Kirkland is in a first name basis with at least one police officer. 
• Give me the strategy and vision and we concentrate milestones towards measuring success. 
• I think they do a good job. If we had the same officers covering Moss Bay, it would be great to know who they are. 
• Crime statistics. I would love to see year over year trends that show the impact. 
• Friendlier interactions. I think it would be easier to be friendlier if we interacted more. 
• Less traffic/accidents. Better relationships with people 
• investigate some of the minor issues that (theft / burglary) rather than just relying on insurance to 'make it right'. 

small issues become large over time.  
• Receiving and responding to community input 
• Have a presence at neighborhood meetings, attend community events, provide surveys and data to the community. 

We lived in Seattle and interacted pretty regularly with community policing. 
• It would require a conversation.  Not sure a survey is sufficient (although it’s better than nothing).  
• A more visible presence in the neighborhood being met with smiles and waves.  
• Report on any or all joint meetings with neighborhood associations, etc. , publicize if and when there have been a 

rash of thefts, home break ins,  mail thefts, vandalism, etc in city reports and KIRKLAND Reporter and what’s being 
done to combat it.  

• Regular community surveys or town halls  
• I have great faith in the police department, and  thankful for the many times that I have needed them. 
• A reduction in property crimes. 
• Report/email on steps to address my concerns and stats on how it's working.  Forum to engage community 

members/residents on how we can help address the issues (e.g., report speeders & their license plates to the police 
to nab repeat offenders?) 

• Provide data demonstrating reduction of traffic jams, and reduction of crimes related to noise and vandalism 
• Set x hours per month of police presence or traffic stops in said areas  
• Such great questions, I wish I had better answers for you... 
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• Attending neighborhood meetings to update residents.  Booths@ the various festivals in Kirkland. 
• People in the neighborhood should be able to have a police officer and have had an opportunity to talk informally at 

some point at least monthly, easily accomplished by having a cop at the school crossing 
• reduced crime rates 
• All people are treated with equal respect, with particular attention to respecting the civil rights of minorities. No more 

harassing black people for existing. And then once in awhile, maybe think about patrolling our neighborhood at night 
to catch the mail thieves, and hand out some tickets to the speeders who cut through our neighborhood during the 
commute?  

• Do a survey periodically of the neighborhoods/ residents. 
• Not sure. 
• They wouldn't because the are MIA.  Haven't seen a police person around kirkland in years.  You can speed, loiter, 

break in a car or smoke weed in any place your heart desires. 
• no complaints other than some apparent reported slowness in responding to non-emergency property crimes - I am 

personally quite satisfied with policing in Kirkland but not please with our city's non-voter based decision to be a 
"sanctuary" city. Moronic. 

• I feel bad for the Police Department as the City officials have decided to build way too many apartments and increase 
affordable housing (i.e. allow the homeless to take over apartment buildings and destroy them) which has 
significantly increased the population and they simply do not have the manpower to control everyone...plus they are 
not paid enough. The City officials need to do a better job at keeping our city healthy and staffed. Yes, I love the parks 
but now they are filled with drug trafficking and beds for the homeless. Kirkland just isn't the same and many are 
bailing because the City has simply messed up. They have overpopulated our schools and put our safety at risk. 
Expectations for the police...how about expectations for the City? The Police and Fire Departments are well aware 
that they do not have the resources they will need if something major happens. How will the police know...keeping 
our crime rate down which has been rising each week. 

• Show up when contacted  
• a survey just  like  this and  attendance  at  neighborhood meeting 
• producing metrics quarterly for community to inspect, benchmark against similar communities, then take feedback 
• ? 
• Participate in community events 
• Less crime, rubbery, break in 
• Publish accident rates at key locations and show reduced accident rates as well as complaints.  Remove objects that 

block or restrict sight distances at intersections, e.g. NE 104th St./128th Ave. NE. 
• Send this survey every six month to a year, have an email for questions and recommendation or on social media 
• Lower crime rate 
• Less crimes  
• Reduced crime, punish criminals  
• by how low crime rates could be 
• As the crime rate comes down in the community, the police department will know that this is meeting community's 

expectations. 
• Calls from residents on complaints, infractions, etc  
• Surveys? Visit and talk with neighbors? 
• Crime rates - Decline  People wave/ Cops stop and talk and there is no tension when police stop. 

 

• People feel safe and able to communicate with the police.  
• Lower crime rate 
• Greater communications with neighborhood police officers 
• No idea 
• Seeing them out of their vehicles more often and interacting with the public. 
• Lower crime stats & increased citizen participation 
• Ask me to help   Teach me how to be more effective when reporting issues  
• Occasional surveys 
• No calls  
• If they were able to catch the burglary suspects!  And the vehicle prowls that happen so often. 
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• Neighborhood Association meetings 
• SURVEY 
• Perhaps do an annual survey like this one. 
• Reduction in number of crimes.  Reduction in expressed frustration about repeat crimes, for ex. on Nextdoor Ap and 

at community meetings. 
• Be more visible in the community 
• If I saw more people being pulled over for speeding, I would assume that more manpower is being devoted to this. 
• decrease in car prowls, fireworks violations, home theft 
• increased number of police patrols assigned to the neighborhood 
• Come to smaller community events to introduce themselves and say "hi." Police would know who people in the 

neighborhoods are and what they are doing.  
• The police need to demonstrate how they are different in Kirkland from other places.  How they have set themselves 

apart as truly being partners with the community. 
• report back on action taken 
• Ask me 
• When I and other citizens can report one positive interaction with the police in the past year ( or three!) 
• Ask us 
• When nobody complains. 
• vastly decreased car prowling break-ins, vastly reduced burglaries, determined prosecution of offenders.   
• Conduct a survey that asks people how they feel about the police department.  I think if people have more positive 

interactions with police officers then it will show in a survey conducted a year from now (or 3 years from now, 5 
years, etc.).  The department could also conduct a survey with their officers asking if they feel their relationships with 
community members, businesses, etc. have improved or not.   

• By the way in which they interact with and process incidents involving the homeless, especially homeless youth. 
• This is very hard. Random polling? "stats people care about" report each month with "I didn't care about [this]" 

buttons and a "I wish I saw [that]" field? 
• Surveys. Feedback at Neighborhood Association meetings. Neighborhood-level crime statistic reporting. 

Neighborhood Resource Officer appearing at local events and locations (stores, parks) and asking. 
• The crime report that I get listing crimes within 2 miles of my address would have fewer crimes near me.  12808 124th 

Lane NE  98034  Totem Heights Apts 
• Don’t know 
• not overpolicing, de-escalation and demilitarization of police, more kindness towards the homeless and less Broken 

Window nonsense. 
• Hold a community forum at the Kingsgate library 
• This survey! 
• Survey like this 
• Be Polite. Determine if someone is breaking the law using peaceful means and then arrest them. Provide gun safety 

seminars 
• Post on social media like other departments. Right now we get nothing about what is going on taking police catching 

bad guys.  Most of your social media is lost animals and picking up dog poop. 
• Unsure.  May be a situation where "no news is good news".  
• They would consider racial disparity, profiling in  their response behavior to calls  
• having outside organizations assess them   
• Sometimes citizens are treated as if they don't need to know details. We should be able to find out what's going on in 

our neighborhoods in a timely manner, what the police may or may not do about vagrants, and if those vagrants are 
RSOs or criminals. 

 

Question: Any other thoughts you have about community policing? 

• Let me emphasize that neither I nor my family appreciates any more gun control measures. We are also very 
concerned with the number of homeless people allowed to crowd out regular visitors to our public facilities such as 
Kirkland library. We do not take our son to the library anymore because of that, for example. There also have been 
numerous reports of mail and package theft and other petty crimes, however nothing seems to be done about those. 
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I do not know whether that's the fault of the police, the city council or what, but clearly nothing is being done about 
problems that actually negatively impact the quality of life right here in Kirkland, yet the stated purpose of the 
community policing initiative is to react to some individual tragedy that happened years ago and across the country 
and not due to police's fault. I think the priorities of this program need to be adjusted to focus more on daily problem 
most residents are facing. 

• How is this budgeted? It’s a great idea and could cut down on crime, but I just don’t see it working without significant 
resources. 

• I'm usually in favor of taxes for public services, but I'm still mad we're paying more in property taxes for drug 
enforcement and putting cops in schools. Neither of those things should be happening. 

• I love the idea of sharing the responsibility. We live in a (reasonably) safe environment where police and community 
can share the responsibility. Thank you, all! 

• The Kirkland police should expand the use of police K9’s like Bellevue does. Not only are they valuable police tools, 
they would also be a positive element when profiled on social media or public demonstrations (everyone loves dogs). 

• Visibility of police is so important! That’s why I feel reporting suspicious behavior is key 
• reducing access to weapons 
• I think your doing a great job. Thanks for your service 
• no 
• I am happy to see the department leading this conversation.    Trust is vital to building relationships.  There should be 

clear policies governing when officers are allowed to use deception or dishonesty.      Events where the public can 
learn from officers would benefit the community as well as increase understanding and foster relationships.    

• I always think it's the small stuff that makes a big impact in terms of policing, especially in less crime areas and 
neighborhoods. Because we don't necessarily have serious crimes, the little things, like resolving traffic incidence or 
parking violators, can have big impacts to a community and neighbors. 

• Please enforce the leash laws. Dogs are walking off leash in Kirkland and on the Cross Kirklamd Trail. This is dangerous 
and very frightening especially for anyone who has been previously attacked by dogs. Thank you.  

• Would like to see more enforcement of pets on leashes. 
• You’re doing a great job in Houghton. Thanks!! 
• Children need to see police cars around the neighborhood and meet police officers at public gatherings. I like the 

black and white cars over the nondescript ones 
• Thanks 
• Make sure you are monitoring park activities including dogs off leash , drinking and drug use. Be out in force for all 

festivals and celebrations to catch DUI. 
• Thank you. 
• The more, the better. 
• . Add gun violence at schools to the list.    .Letting the community know what to look for (example, on social media) 

and how to report concerning activities to Kirkland Police 
• I've lived in this neighborhood for 30 years, and I have never seen a police vehicle simply on patrol, or officers 

engaging the public other than after a crime is reported.  If patrols are too costly or impractical, at least arrange for 
periodic dates when community police officers will come out to visit residents and businesses, similar to the "coffee 
with a cop" meetups. 

• Its great that you are focused on this! 
• We hope city allocates sufficient resources to ensure prompt response times. Response time to date has been 

excellent. 
• Thank you for your service :-) 
• Kirkland police do a great job! 
• Tell the officers that want to act like Rambo to knock it off and act like Adam 12 or Dragnet. 
• I live in a fairly safe neighborhood.  My biggest concerns are package theft, burglary and speeding.  My biggest pet 

peeve is the fireworks that are supposed to be illegal.  M80's explode for days and hours on end during the 4th and 
New Year's.  I don't get it.  Illegal fireworks illegally exploding everywhere around us ... sounds like we're in a war 
zone.  We did ask our neighbors to stop a few years ago and that has worked.  With King Co unincorporated so close, I 
don't know if anything   can be done ... unless fireworks are made illegal in King County.  I'm proud to live in Kirkland 
and I appreciate the wonderful job the police do! 

• The police not be judgemental towards anyone regardless of their situation 
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• I have seen this work, helped activate the storm lake tree.  Would love to be a part of it for my Kirkland community.  I 
am so grateful for our men and women that serve to protect us! 

• I believe the police are doing a good job and appreciate their efforts. 
• More working together meetings. 
• Make sure your officers are well versed in being "customer service" when speaking to folks in the community. 
• Great to see the presence within the community.   Good tool to educate people on how to reduce crime. 
• not sure what community members can do 
• The police department is not political ... do not allow "political correctness" steer the department 
• Focus on driving all cases to closure. 
• It's not there job someone' is going to get hurt  
• MORE PATROLS! We hardly ever see any police units here until a crime has occurred and then they respond with 

more than are necessary.  
• No 
• It’s a good way to improve tracking on theft and unsafe driving.  If you (the kirkland PD) have any guidance on how to 

best send pics or be a good neighbor, for these efforts,  please let us know.    People speed and don’t tolerate drivers 
who drive below or at the speed limit.  It would be nice to know how to improve that.  Also the speed limit if 84th. 
Street, where there are 3 kirkland schools in a row, is too high for walkers.  

• Friendly presence outside of vehicle is inviting positive interaction, as opposed to staying in vehicle or not being 
visible in the community  

• Citizens want law and order!  We support the police doing their jobs!!   We do not want crime and drugs to prevail 
and ruin our city and communities!!  Please help us stay safe! 

• It's good to be visible and interact as much as possible with the community. We support you!  
• Generally police do well, just need to keep the drug addicts and criminal homeless out of the area, but that's in the 

hands of the city council.  For various reasons we don't want a lot of homeless in the area, even in shelters.  If people 
aren't working, and are doing drugs, they're stealing or panhandling to get money.   

• Community and police need good communication.  I don't think a 911 call is enough contact.  Emergencies might be 
prevented if we all cooperate a bit. 

• No, I personally think KPD does a wonderful job 
• Not at this time 
• Increase presence. 
• No 
• Please continue to always be working on being a resource we can be proud of and hold out to our children as an 

example of fairness for all. It’s important concept.  
• No 
• I'm concerned that the verbiage implies community members are empowered to act as police in their neighborhoods. 

I'm concerned this will lead to more targeting of racial, lgbtq, and religious minorities. I am certain there needs to be 
clear boundaries and expectations. Even after reading and watching your video I don't have any idea exactly what you 
mean by the term. 

• No 
• Police presence is not welcoming to most. Being aware of the history of the police and being sensitive to various 

communities histories and the current environment especially when it comes to immigrants. People don't need to be 
more afraid. 

• I would like a report, at least quarterly, summarizing the most reported crimes, average police response times, steps 
taken by the police to address these crimes, and results. 

• I think I’ve said enough above. 
• Visible police presence can act as a deterrent but balanced against the impression of becoming a police state. Create 

a rotating schedule of visits to neighborhoods using patrol cars. Maybe create an alternative to calling 911 for non-
emergency reports. Lobby Olympia to require delivery services and transit services to have visible identification on 
vehicles. 

• Friendlier approach when initiating conversation with public  
• Most recently the fireworks have gotten out of control. They are illegal and yet that law is not enforced at all. The 

loudness seems to have increased exponentially this year. I understand Bellevue has an app to report - we need one 
of those. We also need very stiff fines for those that break the law.  

• Keep the coffee thing going. 
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• The Department seems to have created some social barriers that prevent effective communication between officers 
and members of the community.  Officers may benefit from training in more effective communication skills with 
members of the public.   

• Intersection cameras to record/monitor traffic and vehicles. 
• We need more patrols. The KPD is great, but we do need more of them.  
• Seems good  
• Don't treat the police with PC gloves, let them do their job. 
• Outside of Highlands  - more policing if possible to curtail litter & loitering (specifically) in Walgreens/Safeway parking 

lot due to homeless/transient activity. Got better for awhile now mess & discomfort at times (evening) increasing 
again.?? 

• I would love to call in supusious behavior as I see it happening at times (on my walks), but calling the 911 line, even 
for non-emerancys is sort of a nightmare and I refuse to do it anymore. 

• City council needs to let the police enforce the law regarding loitering and vagrancy. 
• I was very concerned by the statement that community policing is handled by specialists. If the point of community 

policing is for me to build trust with the police, I don't want to be engaging with people who are specialized at 
engaging, I want to be engaging with the people on patrol - the people actually doing the policing. I am more 
concerned about trust with active duty police specifically than I am with trust with the police department as a whole. 
If there's one piece of information that I want to convey most strongly in this survey, this is it. 

• Most Kirkland police officers are great. Some need more training on implicit bias and community relations. 
• Be more visible. We have had tons of package thefts, burglaries and car break-ins lately. 
• More visibility on graveyard shifts 
• Continue trying to find new ways for public to meet officers at informal settings. 
• I am sorry this lands on police. But I hope you can find a route that feels productive to de escalate the situations you 

are called to. 
• Learn to listen 
• The difference between  myself and armed police makes me reluctant to engage in any way with police. 
• Seems like a good thing. 
• Don't reduce patrols. 
• Keep up the good work 
• Better lighting on internal streets 
• I appreciate the emphasis on building relationships because where I grew up police had an adversarial approach, 

especially with teenagers, so I tend to just avoid cops now. I want to feel like they'll support me, not ignore me. (I 
once called in to report the bike lane being blocked by like 20 vehicles and they blew me off because I wouldn't read 
off all the license plates to them.) 

• Would like to have more to keep our area safe. 
• Tell people they need an appointment to speak to an officer. They had to come to my house for this. 
• I like to see them out and about. 
• I feel like I can contact you for non emergent business. Make sure that number is out there for people to call with 

concerns or questions.  Do we have a crime app for our area? Thanks 
• Homeowners taking car of their sidewalks and curb landscaping.  Most of the time cannot walk on sidewalk die to 

overgrown weeds like blackberries and ivy. 
• More transparency re: what local police do would be helpful. When I see them pull into my neighborhood, turn 

around two blocks in and leave every other week it feels like they're ticking off a quota vs. doing anything useful. The 
police blotter in the Kirkland Reporter reads like a joke half the time. I would appreciate real information about the 
crime taking place and what police are doing about it. 

• no 
• Yes, I think there is a lot for Kirkland Police to learn about how to serve and protect as opposed to condescending and 

patronizing the people that pay their taxes. I've lived all over the country, and I've never experienced the 
antagonizing, arrogant behavior from police officers like I have from the KPD. Improvement is needed. The first thing 
that needs to happen is that the city should provide a channel to complain when police act out of sorts.  

• I think more department/neighborhood partnership would be tremendous. 
• Establish useful metrics that track the effectiveness of crime prevention and enforcement strategies to assure plans 

are sustainably successful and result in a safer City for all. 
• I understand that the police plan to patrol this area more often as they are able, which I appreciate.  
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• The quaint old days of foot patrols are long over - I get it - and they died when I was a little kid (Gen X here). Seeing 
foot patrols, and having officers at least appear approachable and accessible would go a long way. Community 
policing starts with being a part of the community, even if that is just perception.  

• Property crimes appear to be a low priority regardless of the actual amount stolen or damaged. 
• Invite homeowners and business owners to the station a few times a year to learn the officers and for them to learn 

and hear from the home owners in a smaller casual setting 
• Send out specific mailer detailing what residents should do about package theft. Have Kirkland Courier publish safety 

action updates. If dogs should not be using Juanita Beach due to the health issues there, begin a campaign of posting 
signage. The Don't Feed the Wildlife signs are too small and too few. New signs can incorporate explanations about 
why dogs are a problem. 

• Go to where the people are rather than vice-versa. Fred Meyer, public events (like Wednesday market, 4th July 
parade and fireworks show), etc  

• I would go back to enhancing communication. Outside of attending community events (which is great), many of us 
want timely communication about what’s happening in our communities - if I see 15 police vehicles drive by, I want to 
be able to easily access real time info on what is happening in our community (as opposed to hoping the local paper 
will pick it up days later, or someone in the neighborhood shares what they know in one of the social media 
platforms). I encourage the police force to utilize their social media pages for this - utilize technology to engage with 
us! 

• Concerned with mail theft! and do not think the answer is locked mail boxes - I consider that suggestion similar to 
saying bars on your windows are the answer to burglaries . 

• Concerned for mail theft , trespassing/ loitering , sex crimes.    Relationships require human contact. How can our 
community increase regular ( weekly/daily) contact with law enforcement ? Seeing a police car does not count. 

• Traffic speeding causes collisions 
• Engagement with schools is important. 
• Kirkland is doing a great job. 
• Don't let council politics drive away good police officers.   Allow the police to use their abilities and tools to do their 

job.   Don't apologize to the public before the facts are known!  "Menchies" 
• in general, more diversity on force, more diversity training, and housing for officers in the community- how can they 

afford to live here? 
• While building relationships is critical, don't forget that enforcement against violators is also community-based 

policing.  It keeps the law abiding members of the community safer from those who break the law and improves 
overall quality of life.  

• Officers generally very good and approachable, but would like to see police management focus more on issues listed 
above.  

• We need civilian oversight of police misconduct. 
• Keep up the good work.  
• No 
• I grew up in Canada, Vancouver area where they had a nice police volunteer program to assist police at community 

events and safety walks/ bike rides in the community. It could be a good recruiting tool for you too  
• Concerned for fast driving in neighborhoods 
• Response time has been concerning when I have reached out to the PD on 2 separate incidents. I expect more 
• Kirkland has grown, but police presence in busy areas like Lake Washington Blvd seems relatively minimal.  Many 

speeders during night and early morning hours. 
• We love seeing officers around the community and wish there were more of them to be able to help control some of 

the parking, crowds and trash that gather along the lake front beaches.  
• Intimidation. Cars sitting in neighborhood with lights on to intimidate residents, police say can not do anything until 

something happens- someone hurt! They sit to hurt. 
• I want police to stay away from my community and neighborhoods, and not to patrol looking for people to arrest or 

harass. 
• It’s a great idea. Don’t let crime take hold in a community. 
• I think its a great idea.  Police need to be on bikes or foot and know the communities and the people who live and 

work there so they know when something is abnormal. 
• would be nice to see more police presence in and around the community 
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• We live near Kiwanis Park and often see illegal drug use which makes the park feel unsafe for families. We'd like to be 
able to easily report these incidents and have quick follow up by police for a safer community. 

• No 
• Focus on kids.  Respond and follow up when called. 
• I hope officers will get to know residents. 
• Try it , measure, adjust. 
• We need police officers on the street. Market St outside the wild Rover is full of loud drunks every Thurs, Fri, Sat, Sun 

night until 2:30-3am. Yelling & fighting.  
• I walk or bike every day, and every day, at nearly every interaction, nearly every car does not stop, and those that do, 

do not so where they are required to. It's especially discouraging to see city, county and other government vehicles, 
including the USPS, ignoring traffic safety. 

• no 
• To see more police patrolling the area. 
• Experienced vehicle break in once.  More major intersection cameras for vehicle monitoring- post signs. 
• would love to eventually have a SRO in the elementary schools too - or have the middle school SRO once a week at 

elementary schools. 
• get out of the classroom and out of your cars and walk a beat and talk to people.  proactive vs 911 reactive.   
• Be more visible!!  
• Seek police help to ticket cars that do not stop for Ped Flag users. 
• Police to be better monitoring our sidewalks that are becoming unsafe due to scooters coming up behind walkers and 

making it unsafe. 
• Transparency. 
• More events that let the community meet with our officers and have everyone get to know each other, and what the 

officers expect from us. 
• Drivers in downtown Kirkland are a public nuisance and dangerous. We get too many loud cars and motorcycles 

driving through that don't meet noise regulations. There are numerous cars that will stop early at a light and floor it 
on green to see how fast they can get before spamming on the break without any safety regards for pedestrians. 

• good idea - I like seeing the officers often enough to develop relationship with them 
• Provide services to homeless and drug addicts - not bussing to Seattle or arresting them for drug use and possession.  

Proactive policing to help these people will go along way to preventing crime.  realize these are human beings with 
family.  these people are not trash to be discarded.  give addicts transport to Evergreen public hospital for exam and 
treatment recommendations.  provide  homeless with rides to shelters or food banks or other services that can help 
them find employment, food, new clothes and a place to live.  we are not solving the homeless and drug problem by 
putting people in jail.  we need to change our attitudes towards these people and provide them with assistance 
because ignoring the problem is leading to more property crime.  proactive community policing to help solve a 
problem before it turns into a property crime.  Police need Evergreen public hospital to provide social workers and 
mental health counselors   and MDs for Rx.  we need more shelters for men with lockers for their belongings.  we 
need sz  safe parking lots for urban campers currently living in neighborhoods.  Tent City 3 is not enough.  The new 
shelter in Bridal Trails is for women and kids.  This isnt just a Seattle problem.  time to get serious about cleaning up 
our streets with proactive policing not arrests for drug use or possession.   that does nothing to fix problem.  get out 
of schools and onto the streets where police are desperately needed.  If I see police helping people downtown I will 
know its working.   If I hear of a mens shelter or urban camper parking lot I will know its working.   

• I think community policing is very good here and I feel Kirkland is a very safe community. 
• Set up programs to interact with young people so there are positive relationships. 
• I think periodic reporting is essential - for example we just approved an MHP, how is that individual measured, what's 

success , case studies. 
• It's a good idea to head off 911 calls that could be prevented by protective work. 
• I do volunteering and have found that the police to be dedicated and approachable. 
• See more police walking / biking around Moss Bay town. 
• I have lived/worked in Kirkland for only 2 years.  I would be curious to see the stats, but it seems that there is more 

drug use/sales in the park by Kirkland Urban and in the parking lot that houses Safeway/Walgreens.  It also seems like 
the homeless population has grown and I have seen multiple people walking around not only downtown, but through 
the neighborhoods inebriated and/or agitated and yelling or talking angrily to themselves.  I used to walk my dog 
alone at night or early in the morning in my neighborhood, but now I am not confident doing so.  I also don't like 
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going to the library alone, for the same reason.  I'm not sure what the solution is...I'd like to see these people get the 
help that they need so that they can be healthy and so the neighborhood can feel safe.   

• Police are not our friends. They are the people who will take money to enforce any law passed. They lack patience 
and act as if they are above the law and their fellow citizens. They speed yet pull you over for the same. They park 
illegally to shop, yet have you towed for the same. They don’t know the law they are enforcing and make threats to 
arrest for things that aren’t laws (e.g. “you look suspicious. Give me your ID or you’re going to jail.”) police need less 
“enforcement” and more “assistance” attitudes. 

• There’s the domestic violence we don’t always see because it’s inside homes and people don’t want to get involved. 
Try to support people who report DV and keep alert for the repeat offenders who don’t stop...they just get away with 
it too often. 

• I have not thought about this much. 
• May be create sub posts and strong neighborhood watch programs. Thank you for your service and community 

support. Be safe. Speeding is a concern. 
• Have them attend our events and just mingle. 
• Seeing you walking , not just in cars would be nice and all of us to approach you without having to call 911. 
• Stalking.  The police force should definitely reflect the community in terms of gender and race 
• Police officers dealing with non violent offenses should keep a more casual attitude. This is Kirkland we don't need 

our cops being full intimidation power Dynamics to random teenagers 
• Sometimes I have general questions, not about a specific incident.  I'll try asking at a booth if they have one at an 

event.   
• Create touch points with the community that create positive connections with those you're serving.  
• Would to know if patrols are increased when neighborhoods report an increase in crime (which has occurred on our 

street recently - 8th Ave).  
• More cars driving the neighborhoods instead of only on the main drags. I can’t remember the last time I saw a police 

presence on my street.  
• Visibility of uniformed officers in the community, engaging in positive interactions is valuable  
• When out in your service area cut through the near by neighborhoods, to make your presence seen, I know that it 

certainly helped our areas neighborhood. 
• We appreciate City of Kirkland's efforts on this, and only wish there was still a police station at City Hall.  We had 

more-frequent patrols, especially late at night, which helped us feel safe. 
• What role should home security means play ? How to check speed of cars on 13th avenue  heading towards the 

school. Concerned for weapons especially at new Peter kirk school. 
• 1 Please enforce no smoking laws downtown. 2 Animal services (Jennifer) has been great. 3 We used to get more 

police driving through Norkirk when the station was here and we miss seeing them around.  
• I am very concerned about how an emphasis on community policy would impact African-American, Hispanic, and 

other visible minorities in our community. I'd rather stick with "no policy" than have my friends be harassed for 
existing. The Kirkland police response to the yogurt shop was completely inadequate and inappropriate, both initially 
and in follow-up. It was a disgrace to this city, and you need to do better. 

• It needs to be publicized and repeated over time in all the neighborhoods.  
• Need more officers roaming the neighborhoods.  Willing to pay more in taxes for more officers presence. 
• Whatever you are doing today isn't working. Crime is up exponentially in Kirkland 
• quite satisfied with all interactions I've had with Kirkland police over my 22 year tenure in this city - a house burglary, 

a building contractor committing fraud (as it turns out not a matter for L&I but rather for the police), and a call or two 
from police regarding potential issues at vacant house listing (I am a real estate agent) - much appreciated heads up.  

• This should have been asked long ago...QUIT BUILDING APARTMENTS! We do not have the resources to support them 
(police, fire departments, schools, roads, parking, etc.) The City is ruining what once was an AMAZING place to live! 

• Making  friends  and  knowing  the  area  are  important so  having  regular  person always  be  the  point person. 
• higher accountability and transparency to the things that occur/matter every day, not just on the headline making 

events 
• Not at this time 
• Nothing major at this time, but my garage was raided once several years ago. 
• Need to see more police around the neighborhood 
• Lets make it happen.   
• Authentic, relationship based community policing is great once it is established, but takes a long time to do right. 
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• Have to get things like this communicated   Please come to table at our summer picnic for North Rose Hill ( Woodland 
Park - Sat 7/20) 

• Police department open house. Get to know members of police force. 
• Police presence in the community.  All the listed crime concerns are important. 
• It is a proven component of "SAFE" neighborhoods. 
• Ask and teach people about the value of reporting vs fear of retribution  
• I'm in favor! I'd love to see and interact with the police more often. 
• Like that the police cars are painted so there are noticeable.  
• The employee/public parking in the library is a dangerous place.  Consistently there are people doing 

drugs/urinating/etc in the garage.  I have never seen a police officer down there, but have smelled/seen drugs quite 
often.  It would be nice to have a safe area to park as an employee in Kirkland. 

• They seem to respond very quickly to calls but I never hear of the police actually catching the burglars and vehicle 
prowlers.  What makes them so hard to catch? 

• No. 
• Not at this time. 
• I have been very pleased over the years with the responsiveness and professionalism of the Kirkland Police 

Department.  I would like to have a clearly defined way for neighborhoods to consult with officers about ongoing 
problems. 

• Anticipating and addressing future issues, for example, people renting rooms in their house on AirB&B causing 
neighborhood issues.    More ideas for getting neighbors together to know each other and to learn about disaster 
preparedness and what to do in an emergency.  

• All of the police officers that we have encountered in our neighborhood have been more than helpful and friendly. 
• We need more police presence on NE 70th Street due to speeding,  or we need more metering tools like stop lights, 

roundabouts etc to slow traffic down. 
• I think it would help if police were more people-like in the community so the community members could talk to them 

like people. It would be helpful if members of the community knew each other, residential, business, religious, 
governmental, traffic, police.  

• I personally very much like the idea of our police having body cams, but I realize this may be a difficult topic to make 
fast progress on. 

• Lack of police and fire presence.  The city is ignoring some neighborhoods and focusing resources and money 
emerging in the annexed neighborhoods. 

• Discussion meetings rather than presentation meetings.  Vandalism along driving routes.  My three issues are all first 
world issues- not to build a department around. 

• Harshly enforce car prowling convictions and burglaries with hard time behind bars to reduce the more serious crimes 
and to chase the culprits out of our region.  Give addiction treatment if needed when in jail. 

• I think it will hopefully help people view police officers as helpful resources that protect the community.  Currently 
some have negative, stereotypical views of police officers and this may be based off of one poor interaction.  If 
officers partner more with organizations and have other opportunities to interact with community members (not due 
to a crime or being accused of a crime) then relations will improve). 

• I only have a few data points, but I have been impressed with what I have seen and heard of the respect with which 
Kirkland police approach and handle disruptive and "unknown quantity" persons. 

• Could Police Explorers have a more active role in neighborhood presence? 
• We should utilize/ leverage technology better in a collaborative effort. For instance, we should be able to coordinate 

the wage of cameras ( Nest ) to focus on streets at a minimum near all entry points of streets for us to be able to 
better identify those who pose a threat or identify unsafe conditions.    I would be interested in being involved with 
further conversations regarding community policing.   email :- JohnnyLmarsh@gmail.com  Name - John Marsh 

• Perhaps community members can be more vigilant when out and about to their surroundings and call the police if 
they see something suspicious. 

• Kirkland is mostly safe,  except bled over from Seattle’s drug problem. I find needles in my local park every couple of 
months. 

• Enforce existing laws & keep vagrants/drug abusers out of the area, preferably in jail 
• So like, you wouldn't need a staff increase if you weren't going all Broken Windows aggressive enforcement. It may 

make Pam from the PTA happy to see a homeless person get arrested for existing in public, but it feels like most 
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traffic actions and day to day actions are about revenue collection than they are keeping it safer.  Most cops also 
don't really need firearms in my opinion. Or body armor. It's a show and intimidation thing.  

• No 
• More education about guns and counseling our youth to ensure that they do not escalate gun crime. Register 

students who are using antidepressants. 
• We see a lot of people with behavioral health issues. It can be unsettling. It'd be nice to know more about the role of 

the police in these situations and when to call for help. 
• As a hospital employee I have had multiple occasions to engage with police departments across the country.  KPD is 

by far the most professional, respectful, and response department I've had the opportunity to work with.  I really feel 
they are doing a tremendous job.  

• Stop racial profiling 
• There are officers who are down to earth, approachable, and open to input. Others are aloof and may come across as 

arrogant. Officers are public servants first and foremost, so when they aren't approachable it does nothing for 
community policing. 
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Appendix C: Focus Group Notes 

Prompt: The City is seeking effective ways for residents and businesses to better partner with 
the police to:  1. enhance proactive crime prevention strategies; and 2. strengthen trusting 
relationships that make our community safer. 

• Phone calls for solicitation - one call from ICE.  Fearful to go places.  What if someone came to the door and said they 
were ICE? 

• Education and communication - Facebook user.  Information sharing, including follow-up communication.  
• "1. tougher city on crime, prosecuting and sentencing for convicted criminals. Cess pool across the water due to lack 

of prosecution of petty crimes. Transient communities 
• 2. community events" 
• "Communication - Nextdoor, Be Neighborly (helping community members know what's happening)  
• Volunteer position to help share information on social media" 
• "2. Supporting police officers to have building relationships as part of job expectations. 
• Education - sharing information about different communities with the new social worker w/ PD (and others as a 

potential)" 
• Clear communication and authority to share info about origination of suspects and criminals 
• Accountability; bias on calls; local laws and accountability 
• School (traffic control interactions and active shooter drills); uncomfortable with active shooter drills (not clear 

communication with parents); parents not clear on rates of risk for various - could use real numbers to inform 
parenting decisions 

• Cascade Rising - more awareness for large scale earthquake; Kirkland Practice Day - companies that want to 
participate can go through a drill; educating on stereotypes and bias; meets and greets at hours that most community 
members can attend; farmers markets 

• we trust people we know - the better we know our police officers the more trust we'll have; "management by walking 
around" (example bike patrol); delivery drivers are some of the most visible and potentially aware - how to 
strengthen relationships between PD and delivery drivers 

• go to the people who can't make it to meetings (overworked, etc.) - find out what they're afraid of? 
• Awareness Days - bring PD out to meet and greet out somewhere in the community; knowledge of how PD functions, 

focus, etc. 
• Fire Department does really well with Fire Prevention Week; PD - how to do things (install car seats); "Best of 

Kirkland" Day - reps from Fire, PD, Animal Control, social workers, booths, teachers, waste management where 
people share how to do safety-related topics (focus on education and awareness-building around safety) 

• Media and TV stereotypes - education, meet and green to humanize the officers (while maintain authority-based 
respect); more likely to talk to bicycle officers than car-based officers 

• Mental illness - explain to community members about how mental illness might influence their court process (Mental 
Health Court); communication would help community members how to respond and also support; focus on 
information sharing - people need to know what happened and why (closing the loop);  

• Go where people are who can't get to community meetings (parking lot of Fred Meyer for car seat installation); 
multichannel promotion (not just social, maybe flyers with children through the schools); success looks like wide 
diversity of people who come and interact with officers (race/ethnicity, socioeconomic status, religion, age, etc.) 

• Strengthen awareness of tent city and police officers - before city permits a tent city, ensure that women can reach 
out to police 

• Visibility (farmers market, touch a truck at Summerfest); Coffee with a Cop; Neighborhood Resource Officer more 
visible; Nextdoor feedback and visibility campaign; NRO relationship with bigger businesses (Kirkland Urban as 
example); police in cars does not build trust - outside of cars; HOA meet and greet 

• "Community Helpers Curriculum" in grade K-2 (social studies curriculum) - police officers in schools has been helpful 
(active shooter drill's have been terrifying for kids - lost opportunity for honest awareness); how to safetly ride a bike, 
how to cross a crosswalk - empower people 

• Social media - Kirkland is unique: our problems are unique to here; understanding who your neighbor is;  
• Neighborhood Watch 
• Kirkland neighbors used to wave, say hi, make eye contact; encourage neighbors to meet each other; respect and 

humanizing officers (DARE program helped) - boot camp for K-12 day-in-the-life of various officers 
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• Sometimes getting to know your neighbors can be hard; support for meeting new neighbors 
• Having a response when a mistake happens; having honest communication; politicians not necessarily taking King 

County's lead; closing the loop is very important to build trust; 
• Police Department could be more on City's communication channels; crime stories in This Week in Kirkland (Redmond 

does police blotter; Kirkland Report used to) - short bullets (close the loop, how the community helped) 
• Better information sharing (a lot of negative information about police at large - federal, Seattle, etc.) - sharing crime 

data to demonstrate what's happening 
• Importance of family role in morals and values; laws applied evenly; officers educating in schools (high/middle) 
• Concerns around SRO relate to it not being a fair problem (what tools/strategies are police using?) - the city/school 

district could improve clarifying the role of the SRO position - share information about the program 
• "Peace Officers" vs. "Police" - language can influence perspectives 
• Talk to business owners of ethnic restaurants to see about having a meet and greet there (focus on other parts of city 

not just downtown); build relationships with foreign-born community members to help build trust 
• Getting the message across beyond what's required 
• Police Exploreres as ambassadors 
• Do we have a mental health professional on staff/call to support police officers - helpful, but make sure not just a 

bandaid 
• Ensure accountability when officers bring mental health calls to hospitals - follow up calls by mental health 

professional; "Kirkland Cares"; education for how we all can be ambassadors 
• Police officers can't police everything - refer mental health calls (with accountability)- police officers can be fear-

inducing; programs like TACID in Tacoma where individuals in the community get education/training or can otherwise 
get support (transportation available for those that can't drive themselves) 

• LWS Foundation focusing on mental health awareness - overlaps with police might end up getting involved down the 
road 

• Any possible involvement of community members in mental health responses/follow-up? 
• Education for community members of mental health topics/issues - Facebook to help generate volunteer interest 
• Nextdoor is a good platform 
• Platforms through organization networks - flyers, take-away cards; specifically churches and other faith-based 

organizations; Coffee with a Cop pairing with youth; reaching youth: Instagram, Snapchat, posting at grocery stores 
(Starbucks) 

• Building on existing civic and faith-based organizations;  
• School handouts; Hopelink backpacks (could use for flyers) 
• Contact through schools - great opportunity, everybody is there, could target specific geographic areas; classroom or 

project with a police officer - lunch with an officer, Q&A, bring the police to interact with youth; cops become 
students for a day - don't necessarily need to talk about "cop stuff", just interacting; reference DAWG program 
(Dads...); simply dropping by would be helpful 

• Ease out the bad stereotypes - how to have kids take photo with a cop and put on Instagram 
• How also to reach out to renters? 
• Coffee with a Cop - Saturday mornings (9am) for working parents 
• Police interactions at community events 
• Officers outside of their cars 
• Picking a neighborhood and setting up shop (lemonade stands) for community visibility 
• Police officers at Neighborhood Association meetings is positive (but NA still a very selective segment) 
• Physical presence at commercial areas (QFC, etc.) just hanging out as part of their normal job duties 
• Nextdoor users who have experienced a crime but say they haven't reported it to the PD - tips or 

education/awareness on crime preventation for specific crimes 
• Ways to upload security video in a helpful way for PD to use; online platform with map (ref: PSE outage map) 
• Online Crime Mapping - promotion of program 
• Ways to have community members reach out (i.e. it's not just on the City and PD) 
• Police box (ref: Japan, India) or "Bobby Station" in England; even having officers there at community events; change 

of culture for community members to think to invite police officers; Edith Moulton Pet-apoolza was well liked; how to 
invite City/PD to your event; "Cop in a Box" at Summer Sundays 

• Condos/HOA monthly meetings - any way to have PD have notice of those meetings, came a gave brief summary of 
crime issues that had been going on in the area along with crime prevention tips 
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• Working through community member reluctance to report 
• Text/message option for low-level crime reporting 
• Ride-alongs with cops for community members - particularly with underrepresented community members; proactive 

calls from a local cop "just checking in, see what's going on?"  
• Crime data and trends; promote newsletter more 
• Dunk tank with police - other ways to have fun together 
• Pop-up "Cop in a box", a few hours every couple weeks, rotating around the city (ref: mobile police unit at Alki); 

Farmers Market, Totem Lake Plaza - beyond 8-5 M-F, Kirkland Urban, QFC on Finn Hill, Dairy Queen/Goodwill in 
Juanita, Safeway in Kingsgate, Bridle Trails Center, OO Denny Park, Edith Moulton, 132nd Sq. Park 

• Animals - canine-in-training is a magnet, especially at schools; partnership with shelters; if same dog, becomes a 
mascot or celebrity; "Kittens and Cops" 

• Wine tastings with Cops "Cops & Corks" "Cops Uncorked" 
• Paw Patrol reference 
• Barrier-free ways to outreach - accessible and welcoming "fireside chat" sort of feel; maintaining respect of the 

officers while also humanizing them - ways to minimize gear would help decrease intimidation 
• Community Academy - show and tell version, drop-in options; Quarterly Clinics (example: firearm storage) 
• Ways to communicate and stronger partnerships between KPD and mental health agencies and institutions - would 

need to work out HIPPA issues 
• Emergency financial assistance (rent & car repair), child homelessness - issues and stressed on people's lives are much 

larger than just police  
• Congregations for the Homeless - have a police officer show up there to build relationships (would need to be 

introduced and handled well to avoid intimidation and have police officers have orientation of best way to interact); 
officers serving food or providing some other support - so it's not just a cold walk through 

• How to support officer relationship-building given that officers rotate in their assignments 
• Perf. Measure: external validation, leading by example (other jurisdictions are noticing we're doing something well); 

news story 
• Perf. Measure: knowing officers by name (meeting via a positive interaction); wave a cop  
• How to foster police officers wanting to live in Kirkland - the neighbor factor 
• Perf. Measure: non-response interactions; community presence  
• Perf. Measure: take snapshot of current conditions prior to implementing new strategies - measurable metrics for 

crime reports, calls 
• Study efficacy of satellite stations - Crossroads great opportunity, especially for diverse communities; storefront 

options in lieu of mobile (could be helpful for businesses) 
• Postcard to all residences about how to sign up for the newsletter 
• Awareness for officers and community at large for mental illness and the effects mental illness can have 
• Cops & Crafts, "Pottery Police" 
• Beat cop, especially through Downtown core - just having a police presence with appearance of monitoring an area 

acts as a deterant - builds relationships with merchants, businesses 
• Ref: Redmont Town Center - RPD patrol around regularly (hourly) in cars 
• Walking, biking, horse - more open and accessible; cars act as separation 
• Police uniform looks aggressive - SWAT look (all black); visually look more approachable 
• Interviewing officers who are more outgoing (ref. NRO Lansing); seeing how to have patrol officers say more hello, 

drop in in shops and checking in - coaching officers on how to be more accessible 
• Body language; letting down guard as a part of trust-building - conversation, engage with population that's there, to 

be honest; need to commit to strategies for an X-year plan (5 year example); not "Off. Hanson, it's 'Jim'", informal 
relationship (almost friendship) 

• Officers putting in effort to get to know the neighborhood, so they know when something is off; getting to know the 
ebb and flow of the businesses and owners; response times and potential criminals knowing there are swift response 
times 

• SPD: "it's up to you - community - to approach us" is counter to Obama-administration Community Policing; training 
to let one's guard down 

• Expectations between potential police officers (like they're going to war) as opposed to reality (social workers with 
guns) - Kirkland-specific training parameters; KPD hiring practices to support out-going behavior 
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• More presence and more familiarity - come in and introduce themselves (familiarity is key); every interaction matters 
- connections; why do we know our mail delivery person and none of our police officers? Getting to know an officer 
will get around any personality trends (stoic) 

• Looking at KPD as a customer service, with safety as the product - the customer service tools already exist 
• Coffee with a Cop hits a very small percentage of the population (is it successful from a cost benefit perspective?) 
• Non traffic stop activities (nation-wide 60% involve a gun); body cameras can lead to apprehension from officers - 

jobs can be threatened by escalating situations 
• Different strategies for different parts of the city - Downtown more like a mall therefore walking around might work 

(as opposed to Rose Hill, etc.); 
• Property crime higher concern; sending out crime data; promote Crime Mapping more 
• It's not the PD's responsibility to babysit everyone - crime data helps empower residents and businesses to help 

protect themselves - Top Ten Tips (retail-focused) 
• Publicizing post-Menchie's incident - reassure businesses that when they call KPD it won't escalate  
• Dispatching needs to provide more options regarding "unwanted persons" calls 
• Metropolitan Improvement District (Seattle) - helps handle things of such a low level that it doesn't rise to PD  
• (Ref: Seattle) - community relationship professionals for homeless outreach (one element of MID) 
• KPD should have a mobile mental health professional on staff; KPD supporting awareness of mental health concerns 

and support;  
• Downtown employee parking concerns; library garage feels unsafe, as a result they park in customer parking; lower 

level door is broken, signage would be helpful - more communication to business community would be helpful about 
what changes are happening; smells, filthy, dark; officers (beat cops) getting to know the homeless youth populuation 
that are in that area;  

• Ref: West Virginia opioid problem - social workers providing options for help for when an effected community 
member wants help; social worker helps with the relationship-building - reaching out to those in recovery if they want 
to support 

• PD connections with youth (through schools, etc.) - soccer, softball games - connectivity pieces; PD as sports coaches; 
events that help humanize the officers; being in the schools just to connect with students; Command staff 
involvement? Principals meeting with the Chief to help strategize 

• Police departments should be ahead of the curve in regards to diversity (ahead of the population trends) - if you see 
people that look like you, you feel better; intentional hiring around diversity 

• Festivals - not just policing, but set up an activity for a public relations function 
• Perf. Meas: word of mouth from the residents 
• PM: not just a one-time outreach; seeing more police presence that's not just intimidating or call resposne (relational 

feel); reduction in crime; getting out message that Kirkland's not the place to commit crimes 
• PM: when there's activity with police, community members speak about it (police therefore feel more welcome); 
• PM: officers are known by name by residents / businesses 
• PM: some positive stories about downtown KPD beyond parking tickets (changing the downtown narrative) 
• Downtown parking warning system 
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Appendix D: Interest Group Meeting Notes 
Business Roundtable Notes 

• Police on bicycles and on walk routines  
• Thoughts and plans with Kirkland Urban policing and responses  
• Will Kirkland urban and park lane have own security?  
• Fires are being set in parking garages – Brenda Nunes office SEPA office  
• What are thoughts on RING 
• Could the city put out options for security cameras both home based and commercial with best practices or tips?  
• Coordinate a property managers conversation to go over resources or tips for security  
• Could we have design guidelines with planning, so garages are built to best practices to reduce crime  
• PSE wants to partner with City on owned properties and encampments  
• Update on Implicit bias training and other training for businesses ?  
• What resources are going to be available to the business community?  
• Federal way – putting up security cameras that registered with the police department.   
• Coordinated effort between business community and police on best practices.  
• Let “Me” know if want to be part of the process.  

Kirkland Senior Council 

• Police liaison helpful to homeowner association  
• Actual officer came out and proposed solutions – very satisfying 
• Community police – opportunity to develop relationships with different segments of community 
• Explore ways to proactively provide guidance on robo calls and scams – i.e. Property Taxes forum last year, 150 

people showed up; PD program rather than AG Office 
• Isolated seniors – identify people who are isolated, help with outreach 
• Neighborhood Association still assigned – this is good 
• Kids doing drugs – police don’t respond 
• Attend block parties 
• Citizens night at police department 
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Appendix E: Education Topics Identified by Community Members 
 

• How and when to call the police 
o Emergency – what they’ll ask you, what it will be like, etc. 
o Non-emergency – when to call, when not to call, etc. 

• How to provide camera footage to support an investigation 
• Tips on crime-specific prevention strategies 

o Avoiding vehicle break-ins / protecting against car prowls 
o How to have effective home security systems – helpful installation techniques for alarms, 

cameras, and other non-technology options like landscaping 
• Mental health calls and ways for the community to support 
• Traffic laws  
• Pedestrian safety (how to cross a crosswalk, Kirkland Wave) 
• Firearm safety 
• Responsible pet ownership 
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Appendix F: Written Public Comment 
 
Email received August 1, 2019 
Thank you for your energy and ability to engage everyone at the table. 
 
It was a very diverse group of people with a variety of ideas, solutions, beginning of ideas to further add on to. 
 
We too have an autistic and partially  deaf, missing an ear (birth defect) 6 year old grandson who wears 
identification, would run off of police  or stranger approached him. 
   Our daughter had a huge brain tumor growing when she was pregnant.  (Surgery removed and she now is in 
education field ) 
 
Sue ashenbrenner.   
Long time kirkland resident with 3 sons who own homes here too, wants to attend next forum. 
Her 98 year old WW11 veteran Dad passed or she would have attended. 
 
Having multiple scerolsis sometimes makes my messages incomplete. 
 
I want to clarify as I know the one lady had different information 
 
I see TWO very LARGE and dangerous problems. 
 
1.  Political agenda of some that trickles down and it isn’t factual, accurate or truthful. 
 
2.  Hiding truth from the public allowed many vulnerable senior church members to end up victims. 
 
The TRUTH is the police cases ! 
I read them through a public disclosure request 
 
Plus heard from several of the victims. 
We also were helping the homeless in tent cities. 
 
Due to the Politicians, pastors, church friends all saying that the tent city people were just people who fell on hard 
times. 
Our Family stepped up with money donations, in kind donations, time, meals and resource support. 
 
We are in our 60s and law abiding. 
We do not condone the crimes we became aware of that victimized Kirkland residents. 
Here are a few examples of factual data.  Not gossip or NIMBY rumors. 
 
1. Sandi Hunt LWUM senior citizen had her credit cards taken by Steve Wiggins she claimed and there was a 
report.  Steve admitted he stole for 10 years from church members while living in tent cities to support drug habit. 
This habit was ignored and took his life and he left behind a high school son at Seattle’s Hale. 
 
2.  A Redmond/woodinville senior lady Yates had her car and checkbook taken. She spent thousands of her 
retirement funds trying to help people. 
 
3.  Holy Spirit senior had her checkbook taken by homeless tent city 4 lady who she allowed in her home.   Karen 
Morris has documents. Court case her children filed. 
 
4. Margaret S hired a couple men to do gardening and her rings were taken and she located them on Emily Easter’s 
fingers directly across street from city hall. 
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Margaret also have SHARE tent city 4 a grant for $5,000 for KC metro bus tickets where KC charged 20% cost to 
non profits. ( it’s now gone down to 10%).  Multiple churches and business give SHARE the cash for bus tickets. 
Homeless were NOT getting the bus tickets. 
 
5.  Father Ramon Santa Cruz had his bowling ball, liquor and communion kit and cash taken at his church the last 
time they hosted. 
 
6.  Kirkland fire department went to tent on fire.   THEY were cooking drugs Holy Spirit. 
The fire dept was lied to and told it was just a candle caused fire.  Documented. 
 
2012 we were able to obtain inside documents from SHARE tent cities This had a bar list of hundreds of homeless 
women who were permanently barred. 
Reasons were 
Missing a security shift 
Missing a protest 
Missing a city council meeting mandatory Calling 911. Sexual assault. 
Having too many blankets 
Getting mail at church 
Talking to church members without permission 
 
This was shown to king county council in 2014. 
Along with multiple sexual assaults and rapes that occurred. 
 
SHARE has a harvest auction every October and homeless must gift a donation of something of $30 or more value 
June, July and August. 
A homeless man videotaped the meeting 
 
Homeless were told IF they didn’t donate this $30 a month they were barred. Evicted for a month.  This was in 
writing which is available. 
 
They were told 
Shoplift an item 
Steal packages off porches 
Sell your EBT card 
Beg for someone to buy you a gift card. 
Whatever but you must produce. 
 
They also told volunteers they were told stealing packages is a victimless crime That Nordstrom’s, fed ex. UPS ALL 
replace the value from insurance.  Wealthy companies 
 
I don’t see it that way.  My medication is $5,500.00 a month and 3 months is delivered at a time. My insurance 
won’t replace.  I stay home and try to meet delivery.  If it’s stolen it affects my health. 
Other people get sentimental baby quilt delivered or other personal items. 
 
We stepped up in 2012 in November when Scott morrow kicked homeless off the church grounds in winter with 
NO donated supplies No bus tickets, tents, tarps, sleeping bags, food 
 
Kirkland police TRIED to advocate for the homeless and asked SHARE management to allow homeless to take some 
of the donated supplies. 
I HAD just gifted 80 blankets I sewed with 4 yards each of fleece I bought. 
We also gifted Kirkland police 50 blankets for patrol cars and stuffed animal. 
 
The drugs cooked and sold at local high schools from church property WAS unfair to local parents and teachers. 
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Ron and I have paid for 
GED TESTING 
professional license fee 
Work boots 
Meals 
Mended clothing. 
Hemmed jeans 
Laundry 
Moved the tent city 
Drove people to doctors. Hospital. Dentist Babysat homeless children Bought clothes. Shoes. School supplies 
Replaced identification Paid for eye glasses. 
Hired in 2012 at $15-$20 an hour for yard work Helped out on job fair Helped out on pizza and free haircut day 
 
It still is NOT acceptable for pastors, politicians, homeless advocates to spin the facts. 
 
The tent cities had MANY problems. 
A lot of domestic violence. 
Sexual assaults.  Several rapes 2004-2015 Pimps selling young girls. 
THIS IS NOT ACCEPTABLE! 
 
A disabled deaf lady Brenda was raped directly across from city hall at church.  No one knew until month later. 
 
Kirkland leaders have to BALANCE helping homeless with protecting children, handicapped, elderly. 
The dishonesty and spin of that everything is safe is dangerous. 
 
As you saw last night the one lady wanted none of the facts to be true.  She had her opinion that she talked to 
people they said things were safe. 
 
Most informed churches have moved to helping homeless in better ways. 
 
2004.  I suspected that tent cities were not self managed.   That it was a political activism and keeping homeless 
homeless. 
Not only did SHARE not provide case management.  They turned down offers of help for those living homeless on 
their behalf. 
 
2012 when sec offender of child arrested in Kirkland.   YOUNG PARENTS had concerns. 
 
Tent city Scott morrow said “he didn’t give a damn. About the children His job was to make sure homeless civil 
rights protected.” 
 
Kirkland leaders and police MUST give a damn about the children’s safety, truth and balancing protecting all 
groups of people. 
 
In closing.  King county kept saying 
1.  The tent city residents had background checks. 
Truth for a carton of cigarettes to security you could get this waived. 
 
2.  These are local residents. 
 
Data collected asked.   What is the zip code you slept in last night ? 
 
If we all go to Hawaii and sleep on the beach one night. We still have homes in Kirkland. 
 
The question of 
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Where did you attend school. ? 
Where did you work? 
Where have you rented. Lived. ? 
Where are your families? 
 
In conversations of volunteering we met a total of 3 people who had lived, worked and had family in king county. 
The rest were from 
Alaska, Texas, Arizona, New York, california. Florida, Michigan, Mexico, Nebraska, North Carolina. 
 
Our solutions 
 
1. Earlier intake appointments 
Who is homeless 
Where.  Why.  What are there needs. 
 
2.  Separate the people THAT volunteers. Church members can help.  People who need a job. Help back to 
independence. 
 
3.  Professional drug counselors for those in need. 
 
4.  Professional mental health people for those in need. 
 
5.  Invest in seasoned social workers. 
TRAIN the volunteers to do the things we can do. 
 
KC declared homelessness an emergency. 
Funding is up, laws changed, public land moving to non profits. 
 
Proper services in a timely manner are missing 
 
Without proper services in the first year a person experiencing homelessness gives up HOPE. 
 
we as a family want to help.  We learned our volunteering needs to be in a controlled safe organized system. 
 
Communication is very important. 
 
As a mixed race Family we find today’s climate very sad. 
We have cousins, children, nephews and nieces that are Black, Native American, Latino, White. 
I have 2 half brothers that are Asian. 
We love them all and want them all to be law abiding productive members of their communities, volunteer, and 
have fair opportunities at education and careers. 
 
 
 
Email received August 14, 2019 
 
https://mynorthwest.com/1479917/rantz-homeless-drug-use-south-lake-union-tiny-home-village/? 
 
 
2012 a group of us VOLUNTEERS told  
King county  
Seattle and Kirkland councils  
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Our personal experience of trying to help people living as homeless.  We became aware through visual and hearing 
on site conversations.  
 
1. Sexual abuse of women  
2.   Evicted if they called 911  
3.   Drugs.  Meth and heroin WHICH in our late 50s.  We were all STUNNED we had no idea about the cooking and 
addiction.  
We were there to  
Provide meals 
Clothing 
Job applications  
Tutor for GED  
4.  The crime element.  
5.  FORCED protesting.  Activism  
    Attending meetings  
6.  Missing donations.  Taken by management away from the tent city residents that the donations were donated 
for.  
 
Basically CRIMINALS are using vulnerable people  
1.  City and county funds  
2.  Push a false narrative they care about those experiencing homeless.  
3.  EXPENSIVE in kind donations sold secondary markets.  Or returned for money.  
 Computers.  Surge protectors. Tents. Sleeping bags. Costco batteries.  Tide pods. Generators.  
 
4.  Using homeless to commit crimes  
  Examples.  Sell EBT cards.  
         Steal packages off porches 
Steal jewelry and pills. Checkbooks. Cameras from church members.  
 
Pastors with greater church council have TOLD CHURCH MEMBERS NOT to report crimes to police.   
 
Criminals    POSING as homeless advocates are victimizing real homeless.   
 
The sex abuse of the women has been heartbreaking.  
 
There’s also cases where women went to Seattle city to complain.   
They were sent to nick licata assistant Lisa herbold  now a council member.   
 
Lisa took notes on computer about abuse  
Forced protesting  
Evictions for not protesting  
Evictions of women for calling 911 
Crimes 
Missing money and donations  
Bus tickets with held  
Donated. Orca cards taken away from homeless that were donated for homeless.  
 
Lisa Herbold has decades old friendship 
With SHARE/nicklesville Scott morrow.  
 
Seattle tenants union is known to CONTACT her if homeless or LIHI tenants call city to complain.  
 
2009-2010. 2 brave women wrote Seattle civil rights complaints.  
Desiree Krautkreamer wrote a 4 page email  
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Lisa herbold contacted Scott morrow who then evicted Desiree for writing city on a Sunday night.  
She was booted on a Sunday night from Kirkland’s Holy Spirit church and walked to the beach where she sat and 
prayed and cried. And thought dark thoughts.  Thank goodness she did nothing more as she said it crossed her 
mind.  
 
Dominque Trudel was living at the bunkhouse SEATTLE PAYS $600,00.00 to SHARE and KC gives $625,000.00, a van, 
waived land use permits and $50,000.00 for SHARE through CCS.  
Dominque was being sexually harassed by a convicted rapist.  KC sex offender hired to be the SITE MANAGER of a 
women’s shelter.  
She reached out to Seattle police and was evicted.  
Filed Seattle civil rights complaint  
Was harassed and ended up at Swedish hospital  
 
Brenda deaf and special needs raped. Ray K  
When she told she was beaten and taken to harbor view.  
 
Women April 2013 raped at nicklesville  
Seattle police case when Seattle police Officer larry Langley arrived THE SHOW OF FORCE security team was 
chasing her with tools used as weapons.  
 
UW tent city 3 stay.  Security is a man Clint wade crowley who beats a woman Bonnie Harvey.  
She gets KC protection order.  
 This man was on SHARE board.  Security at college campus.  STATE OF WASHINGTON medical lake hospital 
deemed him a danger to society.  Long time criminal. News articles from tri cities court cases.   
 
He’s using cash donations to take homeless women who feel they have no choice to hotel rooms. Paid by charity 
gifts to tent city.  
 
Young ladies sold back page ads.  
I took the photos I WAS GIVEN by a concerned volunteer and homeless man.  I took them to Olympia.  
My Husband told Larry gossett.   
 
I took all this to Rod debowski.  
8 of us asked Rod debowski to meet with us in 2013.  He refused.  
I went to shoreline town meeting.  
Sheriff John urquart wasn’t  interested made reference that homeless women don’t report rapes.  WOW. wonder 
why.  Beaten or evicted  
 
Rod debowski admired my passion he said  
 
Rod DID when shown evidence about evictions for calling 911 say this is against state law.   
Said it can’t happen in unincorporated KC.  
  It’s still happening all over KC.   
 
IVE BEEN TALKING since 2012.   
7 years later.  NOTHING has changed except it’s gotten worse.   
I’m sure you can find my past emails.   
 
Sanctuary county may be a haven for criminals. 
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Kirkland Police Department Mental and Emotional Health Response Improvement Team 

OVERVIEW 
The Kirkland Police Department Mental and Emotional Heath Response Improvement Team 
charter was designed to accomplish six primary goals: 

1. Maintain service to individuals experiencing a mental or emotional health crisis
2. Streamline the process for dispatch, response, and reporting
3. Reduce the number of calls
4. Reduce repeat offenders
5. Reduce duplication of response and reporting
6. Increase officer unallocated time

During their three-day intensive kaizen session, fourteen recommendations were developed to 
meet these objectives, provide a clear career path for the approved mental health professional, 
and establish performance measures to ensure the city is providing value-added services to this 
population. 

METHODOLOGY 
The team, led by a facilitator from the Change and Innovation Agency, used system mapping 
and process analysis tools to represent the work as it is done today and to begin identifying 
potential areas for improvement. These ideas were then further explored and we relied on both 
existing data, as well as the expertise of the team to estimate work time for each process and 
call volume, to help evaluate potential solutions. The discussion surrounding mapping and 
analysis resulted in a number of potential ideas that were researched to validate their feasibility 
and potential impact. Those ideas with both high feasibility and impact became the team’s final 
recommendations, which are documented in this report. 

FINDINGS 
Calls to NORCOM, even from the most common sources, can be nearly impossible to fully 
diagnose over the phone and often require a police officer to investigate further. The time 
between a dispatched call and a response can vary, but in general, most are seen within an 
hour, and the safeguard of having NORCOM contact a supervisor for pending calls that have 
been holding for an hour seems to be effective in ensuring a prompt response. Depending on 
the shift, the group estimated anywhere between 15% to 45% of calls fall into the non-
emergency category with 30% of those mental health-related calls, sometimes associated with a 
suicidality. Despite the fact that many calls turn out to be non-emergency and non-law 
enforcement, for the safety of the caller, the subject, and any third parties who may be involved 
or become involved, the team felt strongly that all calls should continue to be dispatched. 

Each mental/emotional contact made by a police officer typically results in at least one of the 
following: 

 Field Investigation Report (FIR): Often completed for routine contacts, this
documentation takes anywhere from five to 15 minutes to complete in the system and is
usually entered just after the contact with the subject concludes.

 Full Report: Required for more severe contacts, these reports take between 30 and 60
minutes to complete, and may not be immediately available until after a supervisory
review, which can take up to one day.
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Kirkland Police Department Mental and Emotional Health Response Improvement Team 

 Behavioral Health Report/Crisis Template: The documentation takes approximately five 
minutes and is currently emailed to supervisors to be forwarded to the MHP coordinator. 

 Notes in the Call: The most common data entry involves adding a brief summary of the 
call, typed by the officer, and entered into the Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) system 
by the officer. This documentation typically takes a couple of minutes to complete and is 
usually entered just after the call is handled.   

 
Most of these interactions are concluded and merged between the systems by the next day, and 
any collateral information is disseminated at that point. Overall, the difference between the time 
tasks take and the total time is so minuscule that streamlining becomes very difficult without 
removing tasks. Because each task is designed to ensure safety and effective police 
interactions, the team was not comfortable lowering the overall time to complete a task by 
reducing the actual work. Instead they began to focus on improvements in four areas: 

1. Before the call: What steps could be taken by the city and police department to limit the 
volume of mental and emotional response calls? 

2. At the call: What information and steps could be taken during an initial call to help the 
contact go more smoothly? 

3. At the contact: What could be done during a mental and emotional response to both 
ensure safety and provide quality services to the subject? 

4. After the contact: What system changes could be made after the initial contact to ensure 
adequate follow up and long-term success with repeat callers? 

 
RECOMMENDATIONS  
Many of these recommendations are dependent on a full-time MHP being on staff as a position 
not contingent on grant funding. The team recommends hiring an MHP as soon as possible and 
getting in front of the larger plan to share an MHP pool with other cities.   
 
A second NRO/CIT Officer would also increase the effectiveness and ease of implementing 
these recommendations; however, the team recognizes the lag between hiring and when such a 
position can be in place and contributing. 
 
Before the Call 
 
Recommendation 1 – Business Outreach: Kirkland businesses would benefit from a program 
designed to prepare them for encounters with people who are not traditional customers, such as 
people who remain in the business despite no intent to purchase a good or service. The 
outreach would educate them on their rights as business owners, potential signage and policies 
to have in place, and strategies to deal with unwanted individuals in their facility. The goal of this 
idea is to better inform businesses so they are better prepared to handle issues that are non-law 
enforcement in nature. The main advantage for the city is empowering business owners to 
properly handle non-public safety issues at their level, therefore reducing the number of non-law 
enforcement calls. While resources to conduct regular outreach are scarce, the team felt that if 
the city could identify the most common types of businesses impacted, and work with 
organizations such as the Chamber of Commerce, they could provide regular, targeted training.  
 
**This effort could easily fit into a Community Policing Model** 
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Recommendation 2 – Community Outreach: In an effort to curb unnecessary calls to the 
Kirkland Police Department, this program will cover the most common types of contacts that do 
not require law enforcement and how citizens can determine when to call for assistance. In 
addition to strengthening community relations, this recommendation aims to reduce calls for 
non-public safety issues by educating citizens on when and how to appropriately contact law 
enforcement. For issues such as suicide prevention and wellness checks, curriculum could be 
reinforced through school resource officers. The largest identified issue with this 
recommendation is finding ways to reach the community and sustain that outreach. Through 
active neighborhood groups and other similar outreach efforts, a curriculum could be developed 
to be regularly shared. 
 
**This effort could easily fit into a Community Policing Model** 
 
Recommendation 3 – Officer Training: Officers may be able to improve the outcomes of their 
responses if they receive further training in handling mental and emotional health issues, the 
resources available to them, strategies for resolution, proper documentation, and how to 
appropriately code these calls. Local resources for this population change annually and a 
thorough training on how to best interact with CIT calls may not only benefit the subject, but also 
help ensure officer safety and reduce the likelihood of use of force. If field supervision can 
monitor best practices and ensure officers have time for the training, this recommendation 
should provide proficient and effective responses to these calls. 
 
Recommendation 4 – Proactively Check on Repeat Callers and/or Their Caregiver: If 
someone qualified to deal with this unique population contacted known subjects once per week 
to engage them in a conversation geared toward preventing future calls, we may be able to get 
in front of issues prior to them impacting other citizens and ultimately reduce calls that are non-
law enforcement in nature. By establishing a proactive relationship with the most common 
callers, we may be able to ease their mental and emotional state and deal with common 
problems before they are escalated to a call. This idea will not work for repeat callers dealing 
with paranoia, or those who have a negative reaction to law enforcement, and would require 
someone with the proper skills and credentials to conduct the calls. Research for liability issues 
and whether this might be a good use for volunteers or MHP interns is needed. Because the 
impact may be low, this recommendation should be implemented on a trial basis to accurately 
judge feasibility.  
 
**This effort could easily fit into a Community Policing Model** 
  
Recommendation 5 – Strengthen Relationship with Evergreen and Other Partners: Often, 
drop offs at Evergreen do not result in adequate care for an individual, but do result in further 
calls and law enforcement interactions. Working with Evergreen, the Kirkland Police Department 
may be able to influence how both voluntary and involuntary subjects get better care and 
resolve the issues that necessitate further interactions. If we look at Evergreen and our other 
partners as customers of our process, receiving from us both information and the subject in 
need, then we can strengthen that relationship using the same focus group tools trained in 
2018. A third party from the city should meet with Evergreen social workers to discuss the 
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results of a successful transfer and the desired attributes of this regular transaction. The goal is 
to validate or ensure we are providing Evergreen what they need in order to provide better 
service to this population.   
 
At the Call 
 
Recommendation 6 – NORCOM Improvements at Intake: If NORCOM could make every 
effort to enter the subject’s name and information into the “add people” section of CAD, officers 
would be better prepared when responding to a mental and emotional health call. Eventually, 
NORCOM should also include response plan information and ensure officers are aware if a 
response plan exists. This additional information will help officers in responding today, but will 
become increasingly vital as the CIT/MHP response plans are developed and require easy 
accessibility. While the extra input necessitates a more consistent willingness of all dispatchers, 
the advisory board could easily oversee adoption of this recommendation and better prepare us 
for these calls. 
 
Recommendation 7 – Curb Nuisance 911 Calls: Explore law changes to curb repeat calls to 
911 where no law enforcement interaction is required. This is a difficult recommendation to 
enforce unless we have an avenue, such as Recommendation 13 (Resource Court), where 
repeat offenders can be funneled to structured treatment instead of traditional prosecution. In 
the long term, this idea is a tool that can be used to help repeat offenders, but it has not proven 
widely successful in curbing repeat calls. Over time, if treatment proves successful it will reduce 
calls and free up officer time.   
 
At the Contact 
 
Recommendation 8 – Design Field Cards for Officers with Current Service and Reporting 
Guidelines: Develop cards for officers responding to these calls that include reminders on steps 
to take, resources available to them, current phone numbers (potentially including fire and 
volunteer services), and how to properly report activity. An annual update to these cards will 
ensure local resource information is regularly updated, and that officers are following any new or 
revised protocols.  
 
Recommendation 9 – MHP Respond at Location Once Secure: When possible, the new 
MHP position should work with officers at the scene to offer resolution support, filter options, 
develop referrals, and provide direction. Having a trained expert at the scene should improve 
resolutions and assist when involuntary hospitalization in required. One of the most promising 
recommendations is to use this new position to better communicate and understand the needs 
of subjects in crisis. As a social work expert, this individual can serve as a witness to what they 
evaluate in the “natural habitat” and look for long-term solutions that are not readily known to 
law enforcement. This position will free up officer time by ensuring more productive interactions, 
sometimes allowing the MHP to replace officers at ITA court, and making appropriate contacts 
with APS, DCRs, etc. Over time, by jointly addressing these calls, officers may also improve 
their own CIT skills with tactics observed from the MHP. Additionally, the MHP should gain a 
stronger understanding of law enforcement. Both of these should, in turn, improve overall call 
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response. There were, however, several issues identified with the implementation of this 
recommendation: 

 Safety and liability issues must be addressed, as well as training for when an MHP must 
defer to an officer. 

 As a new position, policies, call signs, and expectations must all be developed.  
 Finding the right person to work in this environment may prove difficult.  

 
Overall, if these challenges can be proactively addressed, this idea should have an immediate 
impact on helping deal with these calls that will only increase as the trust between the MHP and 
officers grow.  
 
Recommendation 10 – MHP Designs Response Plans to be Used with Repeat Callers: 
After the MHP full-time person is identified, they should build response plans for individuals 
identified for having numerous and/or noteworthy calls involving law enforcement. These plans 
would include a history, triggers, steps to take, family and caseworker supports and contact 
information, and other information an officer could use to assist during a future call. Overall, this 
recommendation aims to provide better, more consistent responses to known subjects with 
known issues. While any known issue can escalate, many times offices can deescalate the 
situation if they are aware of local support networks such as a mother or sibling in the area, how 
to avoid certain triggers such as questioning the existence of an imaginary pet, and known 
strategies to calm a subject. The formation of such response plans is reliant on an MHP 
position, but must include officer collaboration. Partnerships with fire and MIH should be 
explored as many of the subjects are known by various responding agencies, and consistency 
and format may need to be standardized for cross-sharing of information. NORCOM will also 
need a mechanism for alerting officers when a plan is available at the time of response. While 
extensive research will need to be conducted, these plans will benefit subjects and responding 
agencies by providing strategies for timely resolution, when applicable.  
 
After the Contact 
 
Recommendation 11 – Develop New Clearing Codes (H – Henry) to Accurately Track 
Mental and Emotional Response Calls and Begin Using Dual Clearing Codes When 
Applicable: In an effort to collect reliable data and assist in the building of response plans, new 
clearing codes need to be developed to identify calls with a mental and emotional health 
component. Dual codes may be required to capture calls with more than one outcome. (For 
example, a call resulting in transportation for an involuntary mental health evaluation involves a 
mental/emotional health component and a report). One of the issues identified by this team is 
the lack of data surrounding the volume and response times for these calls. This is due to a 
multitude of call types having a mental/emotional component. Therefore, it is not possible to 
track the quantity of calls accurately by type alone. In order to better track and analyze this data, 
and communicate it to city council and other stakeholders, these codes need to replace (or 
supplement; dual code option is feasible) the more generic clearing codes used today. This data 
is also vital to future grants and resource allocation.  
 
Recommendation 12 – Develop New Reporting Guidelines to Help MHP: When dealing with 
mental and emotional calls, proper documentation is needed to build response plans and to 
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quickly give officers a look at history. A more focused format will save time for officers and allow 
for easier review while providing the information needed by MHP and local hospitals. Going 
forward, Recommendation 5 information should be collected first to ensure involuntary mental 
health evaluation reports include criteria established from external customer feedback (from 
Evergreen and other providers). 
 
On crisis intervention calls, if officers take a case report, or there is a master case report, they 
should upload the Behavioral Health Report/Crisis Template to the documents tab in LERMS. If 
they don’t take a case report, they should upload the form to the incident jacket in LERMS.  
NORCOM or the officer must enter the name of the subject as a person in the incident (see 
Recommendation 6; this is the only way the name will be associated with the incident). 
 
Recommendation 13 – Develop a Community Court and Resource Model: A Community 
Court is an alternative problem-solving court. It differs from traditional court in that it seeks to 
identify and address the underlying challenges of court participants that may contribute to 
further criminal activity. Its goal is to build stronger and safer neighborhoods and reduce 
recidivism. A Community Resource Center is an integral component of a Community Court. This 
Resource Center will consist of community partners who provide a wide array of services. The 
Community Resource Center will be available to all members of the public in addition to the 
Community Court participants. A structured avenue for routing people to services with some 
judicial authority should improve services and eventually reduce repeat calls. While success in 
surrounding areas has been difficult to measure, the impact is generally perceived as positive. 
This idea should reduce the use of jail, recidivism, and crime for these subjects. By addressing 
the root cause of these issues, those impacted may integrate back into the community more 
positively, and the community may have a better attitude toward the process. Judicial buy-in is 
necessary and logistical concerns such as timing, funding, location, space needed, and staffing 
will need to be worked out.  
 
The team recommends passing this idea to Kirkland judicial officials to partner with them to 
consider what is being done in surrounding areas (e.g., Redmond Community Court).   
 
Recommendation 14 – MHP to Follow Up: The new MHP will provide follow up to referrals 
and work with individuals to reduce repeat calls by attempting to ensure services are being 
used. The main goal is to ensure our community members who routinely struggle with mental 
and emotional health get the help they need and avoid unnecessary interactions with law 
enforcement. By having an MHP follow up on service referrals, subjects not only get better help, 
but officers are freed up to respond to calls that require law enforcement. This extra time 
includes the anticipated reduction in call volume and the alleviated time needed for officers to 
get subpoenaed to ITA court. Knowing this is a time-consuming task, there are many issues 
surrounding implementation including:  

 Building MHP capacity to accurately follow up and follow all HIPPA rules 
 Determining implications for policy, procedures, and data storage to be HIPAA-compliant  
 A mechanism for sharing information with officers and response plans 
 General policies and guidelines on how MHPs will handle this commitment 
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CONCLUSION 
Due to the unique nature of the mental and emotional health calls and the lack of historical data, 
it is difficult to quantify these recommendations in order to predict savings. However, the team 
agreed that by formalizing portions of the process and taking the steps outlined in this report, 
progress can be made and information can start being collected to help future efforts more 
accurately measure impact. The table that follows documents the team’s feedback on how each 
recommendation will impact the desired charter outcomes. 
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Recommendation 1: 
Business Outreach 

  X   X 

Recommendation 2: 
Community Outreach 

  X X  X 

Recommendation 3: 
Officer Training 

X X X X X X 

Recommendation 4: 
Proactively Check on 
Repeat Callers 

X  X X  X 

Recommendation 5: 
Strengthen Relationship 
with Evergreen 

  X X   

Recommendation 6: 
NORCOM Improvements 
at Intake 

X X   X  

Recommendation 7: 
Curb Nuisance 911 Calls 

  X    

Recommendation 8: 
Design Field Cards for 
Officers 

X X  X   

Recommendation 9: 
MHP Respond at 
Location Once Secure 

X X X X  X 

Recommendation 10: 
MHP Designs Response 
Plans 

X X X X   

Recommendation 11: 
Develop New Clearing 
Code 

    X  

Recommendation 12: 
Develop New Reporting 
Guidelines 

    X  

Recommendation 13: 
Develop a Community 
Court Model 

X  X X  X 

Recommendation 14: 
MHP to Follow Up 

X  X X  X 
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We suggest that leadership carefully review the recommendations that the team has developed 
and consider the feasibility and impact of each. Once a determination has been made about 
which recommendations will move forward, the team can reconvene to begin developing a 
roadmap and timeline to implement the changes. If after review leadership determines that 
changes or additional investigation is needed on a particular recommendation, the team can 
meet to discuss and present this information.  
 
ACTION PLAN 
 
Recommendation Action Item Deliverable Point of Contact Due Date 

THE MHP POSITION  

Hire a full-time MHP not 
dependent on grant or temporary 
funding  

Full-time person on 
board 

Services LT ? 

MHP Respond at Location Once Secure (Recommendation 9) 

Policy developed for when an 
MHP should respond 

Policy Professional Standards Ongoing 

Training for the MHP Lesson plan Professional Standards 4 weeks from hire 

Training for officers on when to 
use an MHP 

Lesson plan Professional Standards 4 weeks from hire 

Equipment assigned Sign out Quartermaster 4 weeks from hire 

MHP Designs Response Plans (Recommendation 10) 

Build template for plans Template MHP/CIT 8 weeks from hire 

Identify regular callers  
List of people to 
have plans for 

MHP/CIT 8 weeks from hire 

MHP to Follow Up (Recommendation 14) 

Develop policy for follow up Policy Professional Standards 
Ongoing after approval 

– 6 weeks 

Develop procedure for officers to 
communicate follow up needs to 
MHP 

Procedural 
guidance 

Supervisors 
6 weeks in conjunction 

with policy 

Develop a contact list for follow 
up  

First follow-up call 
conducted under 

new policy 
MHP/CIT 

1 week from procedures 
developed 

BEFORE THE CALL 

Business Outreach (Recommendation 1) 

Determine which businesses 
would benefit most from this 
outreach and recruit them for an 
event 

List of businesses 
NRO/Economic 
Development 

2 weeks 

Develop curriculum  Lesson plan NRO 2 weeks 
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Conduct meetings First meeting NRO/Community Outreach 4 weeks 

Community Outreach (Recommendation 2) 

Identify associations to educate  List of community 
groups 

NRO/Neighborhood 
Services 

1 week 

Develop curriculum  Lesson plan NRO 2 weeks 

Conduct meetings 
First meeting NRO 

Dependent on 
association schedule 

Officer Training (Recommendation 3) 

Develop curriculum  
Lesson plan 

Christian Hemion/Loraine 
Rohrback 

2 weeks 

Conduct training Training Training Unit to schedule 4 weeks 

Proactively Check on Repeat Callers (Recommendation 4) 

Develop policy with a complete 
liability and legal review to 
ensure staff are aware of any 
issues to implementation 

Policy Professional Standards 
8 weeks from MHP 

hired 

Identify who will conduct 
proactive calls and how often 
they should occur (MHP/CIT) 

Job descriptions MHP Coordinator 
8 weeks from MHP 

hired 

Training on proactive calling Lesson plan MHP/CIT 
12 weeks from MHP 

hired 

Identify who we should contact  
System that tracks 

proactive calls 
MHP/CIT 

12 weeks from MHP 
hired 

Strengthen Relationship with Evergreen (Recommendation 5) 

High-level discussions on the 
goals of strengthening 
relationships and reducing the 
amount of disagreements when 
an officer brings someone in  

Agreement to 
develop what a 

successful transfer 
looks like 

Bosses 4 weeks 

Conduct focus groups with 
Evergreen and other partners to 
determine the successful 
attributes of a transaction  

Focus group report Change Agents 
6 weeks from 

agreement 

Change procedures to ensure 
successful transactions when 
applicable 

Procedural changes Training Unit 
8 weeks from 

agreement 

AT THE CALL 

NORCOM Improvements at Intake (Recommendation 6) 

Bosses meet to discuss the need 
for NORCOM changes  

Agreement on 
changes 

Chief 4 weeks 

Adjust policy at NORCOM 
New information 

entered 
NORCOM 12 weeks 
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Curb Nuisance 911 Calls (Recommendation 7) 

Develop ordinance for nuisance 
calls 

New ordinance City Manager ? 

AT THE CONTACT  

Design Field Cards for Officers (Recommendation 8) 

Update services contact list Updated list 
Loraine Rohrback/Human 

Services Coordinator 
4 weeks 

Distribute to officers  New list Supervisors 
1 week after updated 

list complete 

AFTER THE CONTACT 

Develop New Clearing Code (Recommendation 11) 

Work with NORCOM and other 
partners to agree to designate 
and use H 

Agreement Chief/Executive Board 4 weeks 

Add clearing code to mobile  IT ? 

Adjust policy to clear with H Policy Professional Standards ? 

Train officers Training Supervisors 
1 week from policy and 

IT complete 

Develop New Reporting Guidelines (Recommendation 12) 

Approval to begin and training 
Officers attaching 
report in LERMS 

Supervisors 1 week from approval 

Develop a Community Court Model (Recommendation 13) 

Agreement with judges to build a 
community court 

Decision All the Bosses ? 

Develop and move to the new 
model  

First case trial in 
the new model 

Courts ? 
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